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Vaclova Mikailionis speaks about the flows of Earth Powers
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The Power of the Earth
By Vaclovas Mikailionis

Bioenergetic analysts rediscover what people 
of old times used to know: the Earth pulsates 
and emanates flows rising from and returning 
to its depths, the existence of which more 
sensitive people can feel as if it was a net.
 
Some of these flows (due to various reasons) 
are exceptionally powerful; people used to 
regard such places as sacred, blessing, 
lending power and lucid consciousness, in 
other words, helping to understand what 
the Earth tells us through its informative 
energetic field. This is why temples and 
shrines were founded there, and later churches 
were built as well as other centres of 
spiritual harmony.

It is no accident, therefore, that the major 
temples of Vilnius – the Arch Cathedral and 
the Gate of Dawn (Aušros) – are situated 
at the intersections of these flows. 
Incidentally, they interact through the 
central axis of Vilnius Old Town (currently, 
Pilies, Did�iosios and Aušros vartu streets) 
connecting the Gate of Dawn, the feminine 
sanctuary of the Mother of God (Goddess), to 
the masculine Šventaragio Valley (currently, 
Cathedral Square). Thus, people have been 
attracted to settle here since long ago, for 
under the effect of these flows, abilities 
and wisdom open out in a human being, and 
they have been glorifying Vilnius since the 
old times.

It is possible to feel the pulsating power 
of the Earth also here, in the Contemporary 
Art Centre: some flows rising from the depths 
stimulate life, and those returning help to 
understand information hidden in cosmos.
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Disappear!

J: So how did it start? We were invited to 
participate in this show called The Powder 
Room curated by Babak [Afrassiabi ].1 Shortly 
before that we found the book How To Disappear 
Completely and Never Be Found in New York, and 
it fascinated us, so we bought it. When Babak 
contacted us about the show he was trying to 
put together – it was a bout the disappearance 
of the author – we decided to use this found 
object on disappearance. We bought 100 of 
them, and on a platform we put a wooden bench 
on which we put the 100 copies of the book, 
wrapped in envelopes and plastic bags.

L: This referred to those ‘secret’ mail one 
can order, when things need to stay hidden, 
like with porn magazines, or anonymous 
threatening letters you can receive, as 
in films…we liked this tension between the
forbidden, the hidden and the threat, but 
also the excitement of the unknown, and the 
traces that are still there, somehow… it is 
a self-help instruction book about planning 
a disappearance, arranging a new identity, 
set up a fake suicide... The public took 84 
books during the show, and in order to take 
one, you had to step onto the platform. So 
we don’t know how many people who took the 
book, actually disappeared. But whatever they 
did, they participated in the work, finished
it, so to say, and became, maybe without 
knowing, co-authors of the work. It is nice 
to imagine, what they did with it: is it 
useful information they found in the book? 
Did it make a difference? Did they read it, 
immediately, or did they give it to someone, 
maybe someone they’d like to see disappear 
from their life? 

J: We don’t know, and don’t want to know. 
Later it was put up again in New York in 
gallery Greene Naftali during the group show 
Trailer in 2000 and in gallery Maisonneuve in 
Paris in 2003. In New York, the people were 
greedy: the books were gone quickly, within a 
week. The bench we used was a Nelson bench, 
a very nice designer bench, very fragile. 
Since the books were taken almost immediately, 
people who visited the show used the empty 
bench for the most logic thing to do: to sit 
on, and the bench collapsed. Carol took the 
crooked bench out of the show, and the only 
‘proof’ of the work ever being present there, 
was a little card on the wall: “Disappearance 
Piece (1998), Bik van der Pol. 100 copies of 
the book: How To Disappear Completely and 
Never Be Found by Doug Richmond, plastic bags, 
bench”.
Friends who visited the show reported back to 
us (we were not there at the time): “marvelous 
piece, very precise, very much disappeared”. 
Very funny.

J: I am not sure if we found the book or 
the book found us. When we saw it in this 
bookshop, we immediately bought it in an 
impulse.

L: Maybe it has to do with a parallel with our 
art practice: giving up authorship through 
collaborating. Going undercover. Resisting 
the demands of the art world that was around 
us, the demand for the genius individual, 
which we felt, and still feel, does not exist. 
Many great things develop as the result of a 
collective effort, and exchange, a sort of 
ping-ponging ideas, jokes, misunderstandings 
and experiences from one to another.
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J: Waling (Boers, from Büro Friedrich in 
Berlin) maybe thought something like this too, 
when he asked us to work with the work of Lee 
Lozano. Her text pieces reflect a very radical
Conceptual art practice. She disappeared with 
the Drop Out Piece, she definitively stepped
outside the art world. The consequence of 
this artistic radicality is that her work has 
as good as vanished from the annals of art 
history and her oeuvre has remained, at least 
for a long time, hidden. While researching 
all this, it was painful to conclude how 
little of Lozano’s life, work, and thought 
had survived. It seemed that when she became 
the subject and object of her own art, and 
Conceptual art was increasingly moving towards 
‘dematerialisation’ of the art object, there 
was only one logical option that was totally 
in line with her previous practice: to 
disappear from the scene. It was unavoidable. 

L: These aspects — disappearance, the public 
arena of knowledge and information – the 
silence around her work was ‘deafening’. 
Our fascination for Lozano was maybe partly 
based on mythical aspects. The denial of 
presence appealed to our imagination. This 
absence needed to be addressed, explored, 
discussed, and become part of a discourse 
instead of this silence. We thought, what are 
the consequences of living out your artistic 
concepts when this might imply complete 
invisibility or even erasure? Or should 
they remain unexecuted: doesn’t imagination 
far exceed reality? What if art manages to 
create possibilities for change, and hence 
really makes a difference, even if we cannot 
know what exactly the difference would be? 
This would still be quite an important 
accomplishment, or not? Why shouldn’t art be 

temporary, as opposed to eternal? Perhaps 
too rigid definitions of art are the reason
to treat this kind of art as unimportant, 
because it is too temporary. Changing ideas 
about value and value systems could stimulate 
thinking about other possibilities – even 
if they last a split second and have an 
immeasurable impact. 

J: A physical disappearance may be 
disappearance from the existing order. But 
disappearing is not literally vanishing from 
the world. 
It is interesting, very funny and also 
cynical in a way that her work is becoming 
more visible again since Hauser & Wirth, 
leading actors on the art market, took over 
the responsibility of her estate. And ha-
ha, no surprise here: Lozano’s work becomes 
‘wanted’, like the work of artists such as Bas 
Jan Ader. Lozano did not make so much work, 
though, so I am curious what will happen. Will 
a future buyer own the right to reenact the 
Boycott Women Piece or the Drop Out Piece, 
as is already happening with the work of Bas 
Jan Ader? And then what will this buyer do: 
disappear beyond the point of no return? 
Life has some humor in it.

L: In the case of Bas Jan Ader, something very 
paradoxical is happening too. He made a very 
limited amount of works. Still, the market 
is pushing, so there is money to make. The 
estate took on the great idea to ‘re-make’ 
the photographic works Please Don’t Leave Me 
and Thoughts Unsaid, Then Forgotten as an 
installation.2 As a buyer, one can buy the 
slide of the original photo work and make your 
own DIY installation at home. But in a way, 
you don’t make the work by re-making it: you 
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make it go away. By executing this work, you 
make it disappear. 

J: Black market in optima forma…unlimited 
growth, denying scarcity, re-making, as if…is 
radical capitalism. Things concealed seem 
to influence the public realm, even by their
absence. They become desirable, and it is a 
small step to bring them to the public realm 
of the marketplace. 

August 2005

1 The year was 1998
2 From: “In dreams begin responsibilities”: when Dutch 
artist Bas Jan Ader was lost at sea in 1975, he left 
behind a slim body of mostly photo-based work. Now 
posthumous editions of some of these pieces are raising 
provocative questions. 
In: Art in America, Feb, 2004, by Wade Saunders. Also on: 
http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m1248/is_2_92/
ai_113232704

Amanda Lear
 »
Follow Me

Iʼm getting out
Iʼm moving on
And from now on
address unknown
I should be difficult to find
So follow me
just follow me.
Iʼll sell you dreams and new desires
Iʼm trading hopes
Iʼm opened
I am the night
I am your fate
So follow me
just follow me.
Faust was right
have no regret
Gimme your soul
Iʼll give you life
And all the things you want to get
So follow me
just follow me.
Iʼll give you wings
Iʼll sell you fame
Merry-go-round
maybe to hell
I am the key to your problem
So follow me
just follow me.
Unbelievable maybe
Youʼll have a new identity
For a second of vanity
I want to change your destiny . . .
Unbelievable maybe
. . .
Follow me
follow me
Iʼll give you anything you want
Your wish is my command
If you agree to follow me.
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Lying
Deceit
Deception
Dishonest
Untruthful
Untrue
False
Incorrect
Mistaken
Wrong
Erroneous
Inaccurate
Invalid
Unsound
Illogical
Irrational
Incredible
Unbelievable
Ludicrous
Incongruous
Questionable
Unreliable
Undependable
Untrustworthy
Suspicious
Mendacious
Imposture
Poser
Sham

Scam
Quack
Charlatan
Bogus
Fake
Fraud
Forgery
Copy
Counterfeit
Imitation
Phoney
Affected
Insincere
Inauthentic
Contrived
Made-up
Invented
Fabricated
Concoction
Creation
Art
Play
Game
Clown around
Joke
Josh
Lie
Fib
Tell stories
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Pull one’s leg
Put on
Pretend
Imagine
Make believe
Feign
Appear
Simulate
Impersonate
Mimic
Ape
Act
Charade
Farce
Fiction
Figment
Dream
Fantasy
Illusory
Artificial
Unnatural
Unreal
Surreal
Absurd
Nonsense
Gibberish
Hooey
Humbug
Balderdash

Baloney
Bullshit
Claptrap
Hokum
Drivel
Trivial
Insubstantial
Irrelevant
Meaningless
Senseless
Empty speech
Hot air
Vapour
Bluff
Bravado
Boastful
Bluster
Bombast
Flattery
Hyperbole
Exaggeration
Overstatement
Advertise
Sell
Manipulate
Mask
Hide
Cover
Cover up
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Cover over
Dissemble
Dissimulate
Misrepresent
Misinterpret
Misdirect 
Mislead
Misapprehend
Misunderstand
Confusion
Digression
Evasion
Omission
Hedge
Beat around the bush
Elusive
Circuitous
Ambiguous
Ambivalent
Equivocal
Hypocritical
Inconsistent
Discrepancy
Perjury
Contradictory
Paradoxical
Double-crossing
Double-dealing
Duplicitous

Two-faced
Underhanded
Disingenuous
Devious
Treacherous
Scheming
Cheating
Tricky
Shifty
Wily
Sly
Surreptitious
Furtive
Secret
Sneaky
Cunning
Conniving
Beguiling
Guileful
Crafty
Artful
Machiavellian
Traitorous
Faithless
Disloyal
Unfaithful
False-hearted
Deceitful
Liar
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Morning of the Magicians

The history of the occult is also a history 
of the obscure. A history of ideas shrouded 
in secrecy seeping through the darkness of 
centuries, before suddenly resurfacing in the 
‘mystic’ 1960s, and settling as a minor but 
constant presence within mainstream consumer 
culture. The ‘occult’ hasn’t left many 
monuments, mostly dusty manuscripts found or 
‘rediscovered’ in forgotten boxes in libraries 
or bookshops, or an occasional alchemical 
symbol engraved in a church or on a building, 
which surprisingly survived the vigilant eye 
of the Inquisition. Nor are the historical 
figures of this ‘occult’ easy to trace. Real
identities are typically veiled by disguises 
and pseudonyms making me doubt if these people 
ever actually existed. Some relatively recent 
and verifiable sources can be mentioned,
however. One is the French socialist and 
kabbalist, Alphonse Louis Constant (1810–
1857) better known as Eliphas Levi, who in 
his book The History of Magic (1861), brought 
together several different strands of esoteric 
thought — in effect, inventing occultism — and 
influenced artists like Arthur Rimbaud, J.K.
Huysmans, André Breton and Erik Satie. Another 
is The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, an 
early twentieth century esoteric society in 
London, and its renegade member, Aleister 
Crowley (1875–1947). Crowley’s portrait 
was included on the cover of The Beatles’s 
Sergeant Pepper… album, and his imagery finds
its way into the songs of John Lennon and 
David Bowie among others revealing Crowley’s 
position as a progenitor and avatar of the 
occult’s thriving within the counter-culture. 

On March 1, 1920, Aleister Crowley and a group 
of devotees, arrived in Cefalu, Sicily, and 
moved into a small house at the outskirts of 
town. The house, formerly called Villa Santa 
Barbara, was renamed The Abbey of Thelema, 
inspired by the French writer Rabelais, who in 
the concluding chapters of his book Gargantua 
(1534), describes an ideal community named 
Theleme, which had the governing maxim “Do 
what you will”. Though hedonistic, centred 
around Crowley’s own version of magick — 
kabbalah and yoga, with a particular emphasis 
on tantric practices, hetero and homosexual 
rituals, and the use of drugs to heighten 
intensity — life in the Abbey was often 
described as bleak. The house had neither gas 
nor electricity, and no plumbing. General 
conditions were unsanitary in the extreme, 
and in the summer the air was thick with 
flies, gnats and mosquitoes. With Crowley as
a drugged, benevolent dictator at his best, 
and a gruesome, perverted manipulator at his 
worst, the days at the Abbey could be harsh. 
On top of that, the magical training was 
rigorous and unrelenting. Newcomers would 
spend the night in La Chambre des Churmantes 
— The Room of Nightmares — its principle 
features: three large walls painted in fresco, 
representing earth, heaven and hell, depicting 
mostly demons, goblins and graphic sex 
scenes. Here, the new student of magick would 
experience ‘The night side of Eden’ primed by 
a ‘secret process’ — probably a potent mixture 
of hashish and opium, administered by Crowley 
— as the walls came alive. The idea behind 
the ordeal was to contemplate every possible 
phantom that can assail the soul, to face the 
Abyss of Horror, and thereby gain mastery over 
the mind. This approach was strikingly similar 
to what was practiced 43 years later in 
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Timothy Leary’s community, Catalina, founded 
in a vacant hotel in the sleepy Mexican beach 
town of Zihuatenjo, where members would sit 
alone in a lifeguard tower on the beach, 
dosed on LSD, summoning the forces of the 
‘irrational’, trying to break through to the 
other side.

With a curriculum of ordeals like nights spent 
in The Room of Nightmares, daily evocations 
in the Temple, and solitary and exhausting 
‘magical’ retreats on the nearby cliff, 
coupled with the Spartan living conditions, it 
is perhaps evident why the Abbey of Thelema 
never attracted more than a small group of 
visitors and benefactors. So much for free 
love, and “Do what you will”. Crowley was 
decidedly more lenient with his own sexual 
excesses than with others and there was a 
catch to the word “will”. It also didn’t 
help the cause of Thelema that a number of 
visitors left with a heroin habit as an 
unwanted souvenir. But in the end it was 
not the liberal use of drugs, the inherent 
contradictions in the teachings, or local 
prejudice that eventually led to the demise 
of the Abbey — the Cefalu locals did tolerate 
the community, though they were frequently 
shocked by the members’ preference for bathing 
nude. It was the tragic death of Raoul 
Loveday — from enteric fever, contracted by 
drinking water from a mountain spring in the 
Cefalu countryside — and the ensuing storm 
in the British press against Crowley and the 
Abbey, which prompted headlines like “Orgies 
in Sicily”, that led Mussolini to order the 
community closed. The directive came as part 
of a crackdown to suppress breeding grounds 
for dissent. If not exactly politically 
dangerous, Crowley and the others were at best 

undesirable. On April 22, 1923, the Abbey came 
to an end. The Italian authorities carefully 
covered the frescos, the magic circle on 
the floor and other traces of the previous
activities with a coat of whitewash. 

According experimental filmmaker Kenneth
Anger, the villa subsequently sat abandoned 
for more than 30 years. Maybe also forgotten 
— sleeping — until Anger in 1955 re-found 
the villa and obtained permission to remove 
the whitewash, which had “turned to stone”. 
Anger spent three months working on the 
walls and floors, gradually revealing “all
those hyper-psychedelic murals” in The Room 
of Nightmares and on doors and shutters, 
planning a photo shoot on location, in which 
the costume of the sorcerer in the dreamy film
Children of Paradise (1945) — a blue velvet 
robe emblasoned with the word “ABRA” — would 
appear. Whether the shoot actually happened 
is unclear. Anger’s documentary, made during 
his stay, was lost by Hulton Television. What 
still circulates is a series of photographs of 
the restored Abbey. One of them depicts Anger 
in conversation with the sexologist Alfred C. 
Kinsey. On the back wall is Crowley’s portrait 
and on a door, one of the newly uncovered 
paintings, a mountainous landscape made in a 
fantasy-like style. Anger had met Kinsey when 
the doctor approached him to purchase a print 
of his first film Fireworks. While Anger was an
ardent follower of Crowley’s magic, Kinsey 
thought that Crowley was “the most prominent 
fraud that ever lived”. Kinsey nevertheless 
saw Crowley as a brilliant homoerotic 
writer, and was interested in discovering 
more information about Crowley’s sex magick 
practices. More than likely it was Kinsey who 
funded Anger’s stay in Cefalu.  
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Today Cefalu is not the small Sicilian fishing
village Anger and Kinsey experienced in the 
fifties. Situated one hour from Palermo, it’s
better described as a booming beachside 
town, or as a guidebook states: “the premier 
destination on the Tyrrhenian coast”. The 
change in size and appearance of the town, and 
the vague directions I had managed to obtain 
from an older book, made finding the Abbey
a challenge. As I walked through the area, 
which once was “the south eastern outskirts” 
of Cefalu, I started to doubt whether the 
house still existed. This area did not share 
the characteristics of a place that might 
accommodate ‘leftover’ or ‘ambiguous’ spaces. 
Instead of vacant lots I found my way blocked 
by the barrier of a gated community, or newly 
built condos with BMWs and Porches crowding 
the parking lots. It was only after hours 
of walking in circles, almost by chance and 
out of the corner of my eye, that I caught a 
glimpse of a caved-in roof near the stadium. I 
realised I had been within meters of the house 
several times before, standing in the parking 
lot of the stadium, scanning the sloping 
hillside without noticing the house right next 
to me, hidden behind a wall of greenery and 
palm trees. 

The house and garden of the Abbey were 
completely overgrown in a strangely evocative 
way. As I walked the faintly visible path 
to what was once the main entrance, I was so 
overwhelmed by the scene’s dormant qualities 
that I had to pause. It seemed to me as if 
sediments, pieces of leftover narratives and 
ideas from the individuals that once passed 
through this place had formed knots, as 
tangled as the bushes and trees that where 

now taking over, creating a kind of sleeping 
presence. 

I continued my exploration wondering if the 
Abbey could be seen as a sort of monument, 
when the gaping hole in the roof reminded 
me of Robert Smithson’s site-specific
sculpture Partially Buried Woodshed. Even 
though Smithson, in this and other pieces, 
intentionally worked with a narrow but very 
deep historical space, the Partially Buried 
Woodshed was transformed into a political 
landmark by someone adding the graffiti “May
4 Kent 70”, to commemorate the four students 
killed by Ohio National Guardsmen during an 
anti-war protest. The later attempts by Kent 
University to get rid of the Woodshed were in 
reality efforts to obscure this particular 
history, since what Smithson’s ruin symbolised 
was viewed as an embarrassment. Eventually, 
the university planted a circle of trees 
around the Woodshed so it couldn’t be seen 
from the road. And so, the monument dissolved 
and came to an end, discretely hidden by a 
veil of trees. 

Thinking about this I climbed through the only 
window that was not boarded up, and made my 
way into The Room of Nightmares. The walls had 
traces of vivid green paint and I recognised 
a few of the frescos from Anger’s photographs, 
though in a much worse state. The walls were 
scrawled with graffiti and the rest of the
house a mess of tiles, dust and discarded 
furniture — it felt like being in a hollow 
place. As I climbed out, and stood in the 
garden again, I suddenly noticed how close the 
newly built houses were — just on the other 
side of the bushes.

2005
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Dear Sofia, Raimundas and Alexis,

Sofia your email was great. It exactly matches what I 
have already been thinking would be a great project 
for the Triennial. In fact, if I hadn’t heard from 
you I was simply going to try to put it into effect 
without telling you. But since you have read my mind 
so accurately I have decided to let you in on a little 
secret.

For the past five years I have been developing an artist 
named Donelle Woolford. First was she was my studio 
assistant, then she did some editorial work for me, 
and finally she became my publicity officer. Many people 
correspond with her and she performed her tasks well.

Now she has left my employ and set out as an artist in 
her own right.
Having heard that there was a very lively market for 
hot young artists in New York--especially recent Yale 
graduates--she has moved to there to try her hand with 
the rest. She is currently living in Clinton Hill and 
working as a graphic designer. I mention her because 
she is, on many levels, a black market artist.

First and most obviously, she is a black artist and she 
markets her work, ergo, she is functioning in a kind 
of “black market” that is, as you say,both obvious and 
indiscernible in the context of the contemporary art 
world. The market for black artists.

Second, her work is a smart, satiric remake of 
classical cubism. That is, she is taking back for her 
people an aesthetic that was stolen from them almost 
100 years ago. Rather than oil on canvas, however, 
her cubism is constructed out of found scraps of wood 
to have the approximate appearance of cubism. Thus 
her work is both real (made) and fake (counterfeit), 
just as the original cubists’ works’ were both real 
(painted) and fake (bastardized African culture). Her 
works are mere shadows of the originals, outcasts 
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Brenda Mary Whiting
lurking about the alleys of art history, waiting for 
their big score. Her works are stolen goods.

Third, I have been acting as a “front” for these works 
of hers, pawning them off as my own in the backrooms 
of my various galleries but never showing them in the 
light of day under my name. So far, I have sold every 
work she has made, and this has allowed her to work at 
her own pace, in private, like a ghost.

She has tired of this arrangement, however, and both 
of us feel it is time for her to break out. I think 
the Triennial presents the perfect opportunity, and 
so I propose that my contribution to the Triennial be 
the involvement of Donelle Woolford as a young black 
artist. She would
need to show work, travel, attend the opening hand be 
publicized to the same extent as all other artists in 
the show. She would have her marginal bio published 
just as everyone else. And she would do her best to 
make her contribution to “Black Markets” (working 
title) be as beautiful and subversive as possible.

I can totally vouch for her. If you want to 
know more, you can write to her directly at 
donelle@thingsthatfall.com (she still handles my 
website orders). Or you can call me at 203 645 7154.

As for myself, I would prefer not to be visible in the 
Triennial at all.
In fact, I would only like to appear “on the record,” 
that is, have my name and professional biography appear 
in the usual form and place as everyone else in the 
show. Otherwise, nothing.

If you must have something, I propose that Raimundas 
build the DIY coffin and then bury it somewhere in
Lithuania (preferably in the middle of the night). 
Whoever finds the coffin and returns it to the CAC wins
10,000 euros and a free round trip to London.

Joe
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THE PERILS OF PAULINE: 
(Based on a conversation with Lawrence Weiner) 
Julieta Aranda met Lawrence Weiner at his 
home in New York to wrap-up what had been an 
ongoing conversation about the art system, 
as we know it. Here’s some of what she found 
out...
 
Entering the culture
Thinking about cultural production in 
economical terms, black markets become 
interesting because they create a no-rules 
distribution network in which a product 
accrues value by its circulation and what this 
circulation embodies.  The objects — which 
sometimes are circumstantial — become iconic 
in their transition into culture.  More than 
about supply and demand to deal in this sphere 
is to deal with the prerogative of retaining 
protean qualities, to remain outside of market 
laws.  No aims for permanence are implied, 
since what is being proposed is a model that 
cannot be fixed.  

When alternate, underground models are 
absorbed, we witness the crystallisation of 
an immense collective desire: what was being 
circulated underground surges aboveground, 
and (quoting Lawrence Weiner) “we stop being 
revolutionaries, and become soldiers”.

Lawrence Weiner: 
(Talking about the 1960s and 1970s)
WHAT YOU ARE REFERRING TO AS A BLACK 
MARKET, IN FACT IS JUST THE ASPIRATIONS 
OF A PARTICULAR GENERATION NOT BASED 
UPON THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE PREVIOUS 
GENERATION. THAT IS, HAVING A FORM 
OF IDEALISM RATHER THAN A FORM OF 
ROMANTICISM.

YOU HAVE TO STEP ASIDE FROM THE 
NOTION OF CONCEPTUAL WORK AND DEAL 
WITH ARTISTS THAT WERE EMERGING AND 
TRYING TO DEAL WITH THE REALITY OF THE 
SITUATION THEY WERE EMERGING FROM, 
A SITUATION THAT HAD NO PLACE FOR 
THEM. THERE WAS NO DRAMA THERE WAS NO 
ROMANCE. THERE WERE JUST A LARGE ENOUGH 
AMOUNT OF THEM IN CITY CENTERS TO MAKE 
IT FEASIBLE.

OK, YOU HAD A NIGHT SHIFT, YOU HAD 
OTHER THINGS GOING ON, BUT YOU WERE 
WORKING TOWARDS ENTERING THE STRUCTURE. 
THE MINUTE THE OPPORTUNITY AROSE TO 
ENTER THE STRUCTURE; THERE WAS NOBODY 
THAT DID NOT STEP IN. 

Changed circumstances and black markets
Cultural/political conditions today —as in the 
past — create local shadow networks, which 
in turn produce cultural currency; but now 
this happens in a situation in which it is no 
longer clear what they are operating against.  
This becomes a hazy yet pressing question 
when the terms of the market (alternative or 
mainstream), the oppositions (east or west) 
are no longer clearly drawn.

What do ‘black markets’ imply when what is 
forbidden is not clear anymore?  If they 
operate based on a system of exclusion — by 
offering on the sly that what is excluded from 
the regular network of supply / demand— what 
is it that is being excluded now?  In this 
open-border model, what exactly is being 
traded below ground?  What are the differences 
between the values that are accrued by 
straight up marketing as opposed to black 
market circulation?
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Lawrence Weiner: 
(in reference to his phrase “we are of our 
times” and the present role of criticality)

I THINK AT THIS POINT, UNLESS YOU ARE 
CONTENT WITH THE CONFIGURATION OF 
WHAT IS SOCIALLY AND CULTURALLY AND 
MORALLY AND AESTHETICALLY CONFRONTING 
YOU ON OUR SOCIETY, YOU ARE BEHOLDEN 
AS AN ARTIST TO TRY TO PRESENT OTHER 
READINGS, OTHER MEANS OF EXISTENCE 
WITHIN IT. SO DEFINITIVELY IT IS THE 
SAME EDGE OF CRITICISM, BUT BECAUSE OF 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION HAVING 
CHANGED SO RAPIDLY, WHATEVER YOU ARE 
SAYING HAS A TENDENCY TO BE TRIVIALISED 
BY VIRTUE OF ITS REPRODUCTION.   BUT IF 
YOU ARE INVOLVED IN AN AESTHETIC THAT 
UNDERSTANDS THAT THE FURTHER THINGS 
GO, THE MORE SOMETHING IS DISTRIBUTED 
THE MORE IT IS WORTH, RATHER THAN THE 
LESS ITS WORTH… IT IS JUST TURNING 
IT AROUND TOPSY-TURVY. WE HAVE BEEN 
CAPABLE OF DOING THAT FOR YEARS NOW.  
ITS FINANCIAL REWARDS ARE NOT AS HOT AS 
DOING IT THE OTHER WAY, BUT IT IS EVEN 
QUITE POSSIBLE TO SURVIVE BY DOING IT. 
YOU KNOW IT IS POSSIBLE TO SURVIVE, 
SO THEREFORE YOU CAN DO THIS WITHOUT 
LYING. AGAIN, YOU ARE BACK ON TRACK. 
AN ARTIST THAT DOESN’T LIE IS ALREADY 
75% OF THE WAY IN DOING A PRODUCT THAT 
IS USEFUL FOR THE SOCIETY, SINCE MOST 
PEOPLE ARE FORCED INTO ESSENTIALLY 
LYING ABOUT THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO 
THEMSELVES AND TO EVERYBODY ELSE 

Julieta Aranda: When I think of 
conceptual art practice of the late 
1960s and 1970s, I suspect that a 
new circulation/distribution network 

had to be created to enable this 
visibility for this type of work.  
Is it possible to speak of that 
situation as a ‘black market’ for 
contemporary art of the time?

LW: MOST ARTISTS THOUGHT THEY WERE 
MAKING ART THAT WOULD BE ACCESSIBLE TO 
ALL THE PUBLIC IF THEY COULD JUST GET 
IT OUT… SO THEY BEGAN PUTTING IT OUT 
IN PLACES THAT DID NOT HAVE A CULTURAL 
AFFILIATION. IN AN OFFICE BUILDING 
(WHICH WAS SOMETHING ARRANGED BY SETH 
SIEGALUB) AND PEOPLE CAME. THEY FOUND 
STOREFRONTS ON THE LOWER EAST SIDE. 
THEY FOUND STOREFRONTS HERE AND THERE. 
PEOPLE CAME. THEN THEY WERE LEGITIMISED 
COMPLETELY AND THEY WERE NO LONGER 
BLACK MARKET, THEY WERE THE PEOPLE THAT 
WERE DEALING WITH ANOTHER FORM, ANOTHER 
SORT OF ART. THAT’S IT!

THE FACT THAT THEY HAD THE ASPIRATION 
TO TRY TO OPEN THINGS UP TO ANOTHER 
LEVEL IS ADMIRABLE. BUT I TELL YOU THIS 
TOO, THAT IS NOT UTOPIA.  THAT’S WHAT 
MADE THEM LOOK DIFFERENT FOR PEOPLE 
THAT WERE LOOKING AT CONTEMPORARY ART 
HISTORY FROM THE 1800s PERSPECTIVE. 
THAT IT WAS NOT A MOVEMENT ABOUT 
“THEM”, IT WAS A MOVEMENT ABOUT “WE”, 
ABOUT “US”. IT WAS AN IDEA OF BUILDING 
A MARKET WHERE THE ARTIST WAS AN 
INTEGRAL FUNCTIONING MEMBER OF THE 
SOCIETY
THE CHANGE WAS NOT A COUNTER-CULTURAL 
CHANGE, IT WAS THE ASSERTION THAT THE 
NEEDS AND THE DESIRES OF THIS SPECIFIC 
GENERATION HAD VALIDITY.  IT GAINED 
VALUE BY ITS HAVING VALIDITY, NOT BY 
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ITS BEING ALREADY A DESIRED OBJECT. ITS 
TRUTH MADE IT WORTH SOMETHING. 

I THINK THAT’S WHAT WE ARE TRYING TO 
TALK ABOUT, HOW DO YOU BUILD SOMETHING 
THAT HAS IN INHERENT VALUE AND THEN 
FIVE GENERATIONS LATER IT HAS A 
ROMANTIC INHERENT VALUE BECAUSE FOR 
SOME STRANGE REASON THERE WAS SOMETHING 
VERY REVOLUTIONARY IN SAYING “THE VALUE 
OF THIS PRODUCT (BECAUSE WE DON’T EVEN 
KNOW WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE) IS STILL A 
VALUE”. THAT IS ONE OF THE THINGS 
THAT OUR GENERATION MADE CLEAR. IT 
DOESN’T HAVE A FORM; IT DOESN’T HAVE 
TO LOOK LIKE ANY OTHER THING. IT IS 
EXACTLY WHAT IT IS, AND ITS ONLY VALUE 
IS ITS TRUTH. AND TRUTH IS NOT THAT 
IT IS ABOUT ART, IT IS NOT THE VALUE 
OF ART ABOUT ART ABOUT ART, IT IS A 
MANIFESTATION OF SOMETHING THAT IS 
TRUE.

(in reference to the notion of black markets)
IF THERE IS AN INTENT AND THERE IS 
CONCISENESS, THERE IS NO NEED FOR 
A BLACK MARKET BECAUSE IN FACT WE 
ARE ALL FUNCTIONING CITISENS OF OUR 
ENVIRONMENT… AND WE CAN ONLY BE THAT 
WHEN WE FUNCTION AS WHAT WE ARE, WHICH 
IS AN ARTIST.

THIS WHOLE BLACK MARKET CULTURE THING 
IS BECAUSE SOMEWHERE IN THE BACK OF 
OUR HEAD WE HAVE BEEN THOUGHT TO 
THINK THAT ARTISTS AREN’T THE SAME 
AS OTHER PEOPLE. THEY DON’T HAVE THE 
SAME PROBLEMS; THEIR KIDS DON’T GO TO 
THE DENTIST? OF COURSE THEY DO! THEY 

DON’T HAVE TO PAY TAXES? OF COURSE THEY 
DO! WHERE ARE THEY DIFFERENT? JUST 
BECAUSE SOMEBODY, SOMEWHERE, -SOMEONE 
WITH A BELLY- ONCE SAID “ARTISTS DON’T 
WORK FOR A LIVING.”  SOME UNHAPPY 
GUY SAID, “ARTISTS ARE GETTING AWAY 
WITH SOMETHING, THEY DON’T WORK LIKE 
ME” (BUT HE DOESN’T MAKE ART) AND WE 
BELIEVE IT. WE FEEL GUILTY ALL OUR 
LIVES THAT WE ARE NOT QUITE RIGHT. WE 
NEED A BLACK MARKET, WE NEED THINGS 
UNDER THE TABLE, IT HAS TO BE SECRET, 
IT HAS TO BE ROMANTIC. NO, IT DOESN’T!

Multiplicity and simultaneous universes
Making a revision of the terms, the idea 
of culture circulating through alternative 
channels –not because of a need of opening 
new spaces, but as a way to retain autonomy— 
would be better described as an ‘informal 
economy’;  —a process of income generation 
that is unregulated by the institutions of 
society, in a legal and social environment 
in which similar activities are regulated. 
It is hard to find a concise definition of
‘informal economy’.  Many studies approach 
the issue from the reverse and describe, what 
the informal economy is not, namely: formal 
economy (white market) / criminal economy 
(black market) / care economy (domestic 
economy, household). 
This Informal economy or ‘gray market’ 
doesn’t have universal parameters; it 
generates situations to foster the circulation 
of cultural production that hasn’t been 
assimilated and therefore doesn’t have a fixed
value.  As these situations can’t be instantly 
recognised (there is no singular model for 
them), there is a multiplicity at work, an 
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abolishing of distance. All here, all now

J.A: what I came here calling black 
markets is part of what you call 
simultaneous universes…

LW: I AM THINKING THAT WE HAVE REACHED 
THE POINT WHERE THERE IS A POSSIBILITY, 
THROUGH THE ARTWORLD, THROUGH WHAT 
WE ARE BEGINNING TO UNDERSTAND ABOUT 
MECHANICS –WHICH IS THE ARTWORLD, 
ITS MATERIAL- THAT WE CAN ACCEPT A 
SIMULTANEOUS UNIVERSE THAT THEN WOULD 
REQUIRE NO HIERARCHY OTHER THAN WHERE 
YOU CHOOSE TO PLACE YOUR ATTENTION. OF 
THAT LACK OF HIERARCHIES IN THE WORLD 
I AM LOOKING TOWARDS, WE CANNOT SAY 
ONE CULTURE IS HIGHER OR LOWER THAN 
ANOTHER. THEY ARE DIFFERENT. BUT THEY 
ARE HAPPENING AT EXACTLY THE SAME TIME, 
AT THE SAME PLACE. 

J.A: This situation generates a 
different type of value for the 
product.

LW: IT GENERATES A VALUE BASED ON ITS 
USE WITHIN THE SOCIETY, THAT’S IT.  NOT 
ON ITS HIERARCHY, NOT ON ITS POWER AND 
NOT ON ITS BRILLIANCE, BUT ON ITS USE 
WITHIN THE SOCIETY THAT IT FINDS ITSELF 
IN. I’VE BEEN A LUCKY PERSON AND IN 
MOST OF THE SOCIETIES THAT THE WORK HAS 
FOUND ITSELF —FROM WESTERN EUROPE TO 
NEW GUINEA— THE PEOPLE AROUND SEEMED 
TO FIND A USE FOR IT.  BUT THERE MUST 
BE A CULTURE WHERE THERE IS NO USE FOR 
IT AND THAT JUST MEANS THAT IN THAT 
CULTURE IT HAS NO USE, IT HAS NO VALUE. 
YOU UNDERSTAND? WHEN THERE IS NO USE 

FOR SOMETHING YOU CANNOT EVEN MAKE A 
BLACK MARKET VALUE FOR IT, UNLESS YOU 
USE IT FOR SOMETHING ELSE

Truth, Revolution & The New (New Models of 
Criticality)
I keep returning to Felix Guattari’s line 
in Chaosmosis (1992): “the unconscious has 
become an institution”. It makes me think 
that notions such as ‘desire’, ‘revolution’, 
‘truth’, are now ingrained in mainstream 
rhetoric, and they are bankrupt of meaning.  
These ideas have been turned into slogans, 
into a regulated course of action for 
emancipatory politics. ‘Truth’, ‘revolution’, 
and ‘the new’ have become normalising 
categories stripped of value, but still are 
being used discursively within cultural 
production.

J.A: The idea of use value makes 
me wonder what happens with the 
role assigned to criticality in art 
at the present time. Even though 
its intentions are serious, it 
often ends up serving as a tool 
of validation for the very same 
institutions and structures it sets 
out to undermine.

(talking about criticality in art)
LW: MAYBE MORE A SYSTEM OF 
ACCREDITATION. THIS IS SOMETHING THAT 
HAS ALREADY ENTERED INTO THE STRUCTURE, 
SOMETHING THAT SOME GROUP CALLED THE 
ACADEMY –WHICH DOESN’T REALLY EXIST- IS 
WILLING TO ALLOW INTO THE CONVERSATION. 
IT IS BASIC ACCREDITATION. IT IS NOT 
BAD. IT IS NOT GOOD.  IT IS NICE THAT 
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SOMETIMES THE ACADEMY WANTS TO HAVE 
A CONVERSATION, BUT IN FACT, WHO 
ACCREDITED THE ACADEMY TO CHOOSE WHAT’S 
PART OF THE DIALOGUE? THAT’S A QUESTION 
THAT I DON’T KNOW THE ANSWER TO.

J.A: Can we pose a level a 
responsibility for new critical 
practice?  Is it a viable position 
at the present time to take down 
the institutions at large and not 
propose an alternative?

LW: WELL THAT COMES FROM A 
MISUNDERSTANDING OF THE ASPIRATIONS 
OF STRUCTURALISTS. MOST OF THE PEOPLE 
LIKE FOUCAULT —THAT REALLY STILL 
HOLD UP QUITE WELL— THAT ATTEMPTED 
TO UNDERSTAND THE COMPONENTS OF A 
STRUCTURE BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT 
SATISFIED WITH THE WAY THE STRUCTURE 
FUNCTIONED, THEY THOUGHT THERE WAS AN 
INHERENT ERROR IN THE WAY THE STRUCTURE 
FUNCTIONED. THAT JUST BECAME A STYLE, 
OF DE-STRUCTURING EVERYTHING. BUT 
NOBODY WAS CAPABLE WITHIN THAT GROUP 
TO RE-STRUCTURE. THEY TOOK THE ERECTOR 
SET APART, TO UNDERSTAND ITS PARTS, 
THEY TOLD YOU WHATEVER THEY FOUND OUT 
ABOUT THE PARTS AND THEY WERE PRETTY 
TRUTHFUL, BUT THEY NEVER FIGURED OUT 
HOW THEY WERE SUPPOSED TO RESTRUCTURE. 
SO YOU GOT A WHOLE PILE OF AN ERECTOR 
SET…WITH NO RULES. AND THAT GAVE THEM 
ANOTHER EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME OF 
AUTHORITY BECAUSE EVERYTHING YOU PUT 
TOGETHER THEY WOULD SAY “NO, THAT’S 
NOT THE WAY TO DO IT… THAT’S NOT THE 
WAY TO DO IT…. AND THAT ‘S NOT THE WAY 
TO DO IT” THAT IS ANOTHER 10 YEARS OF 

PEOPLE GOING TO SCHOOL FOR THEM.  THEY 
FINISH THEIR CAREER, THEY GET THEIR 
PENSION AND THEY LEAVE.  I SAW THAT AS 
SOME SORT OF WELL-MEANING TRICK, IT 
DOESN’T DO ANYBODY ANY HARM, BECAUSE 
THE YOUNGER STUDENTS WILL LOOK AT IT 
AND SAY “WELL HEY, WE UNDERSTAND ALL OF 
THIS, NOW, HOW DO WE PUT IT TOGETHER 
AND, WHERE IS THE SCREWDRIVER?” 

[…]

THERE IS A DIFFERENT PROBLEM HERE, 
HOW CAN YOU INSTITUTIONALISE TEACHING 
SOMETHING THAT ONLY EXIST IN ITS 
CONTINUING INTERACTION WITH A CHANGING 
SOCIETY? THE WORLD TURNS, AND YOUR AREA 
MAY HAVE BEEN FANTASTIC IN 1972, WHEN 
WE WERE CONFRONTED WITH THE HORRORS OF 
VIETNAM, BUT IT DOESN’T HAVE ANY KIND 
OF QUESTION OR ANYTHING FOR THE HORRORS 
THAT WE ARE CONFRONTED WITH IN 2005. 
THAT’S BECAUSE WHAT WAS REACTIONARY 
THEN BECOMES GERIATRIC. YES, YOU 
ACCOMPLISHED SOMETHING AT ONE POINT, 
YES YOU HOPE THAT EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE 
SOMETHING THAT YOU EVEN DID THEN TOSSED 
INTO THE CONTEXT STILL QUESTIONS… BUT 
THAT’S ONLY BECAUSE THE ANSWER HASN’T 
BEEN GIVEN. 

The damsel in distress (Can the product 
determine its circulation?)
What we are given as a model for resistance, 
also works as an assumption.  It assigns 
references, perpetuates readings and 
presupposes the conditions both for resistance 
and for what is being resisted.  It denies the 
unexpected — the next dispatch of a story that 
keeps repeating itself? 
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This predictability makes the cycles of 
cultural production rather similar to the 
cliffhanger film, The Perils of Pauline, a 1917
silent serial shown in weekly installments 
featuring a perpetual damsel in distress.  At 
the end of each installment she was placed in 
a situation that looked sure to result in her 
death.  The start of the next episode showed 
how she was rescued or otherwise escaped the 
danger, only to face fresh peril again. Her 
most familiar plight is being tied to railroad 
tracks with a rapidly approaching train.

If we think of cultural production as a 
‘damsel in distress’, why do we want to rescue 
her?  Maybe if she does get run over, we can 
start a new movie.  Maybe she can even untie 
herself and walk off.  How do we escape the 
genre and revitalise things?  Is it possible 
to propose a circulation model that will 
remain vital and current? 

J.A: There is an implicit 
relationship of reciprocity between 
mainstream networks of consumption 
and the new ones being proposed.  
What happens when new forms are 
absorbed? It is a bit like your 
image of the damsel in distress, 
except that the guys that rescue her 
are the ones that will tie her/us up 
again in the following episode.

LW: IN THE LOGIC STRUCTURE, THEY WILL 
PROBABLY END UP TYING SOMEBODY ELSE TO 
ANOTHER THING. RATHER THAN THE TRACKS 
THEY’LL TIE THEM TO A ROAD SIGN. BUT 
THEY’LL TIE THEM UNTO SOMETHING, THAT 
IS JUST THAT REFLECTION OF POWER. 

AND WHEN THE HEROINES SAVE THEMSELVES 
THAT STILL DOESN’T GUARANTEE THAT THEY 
WON’T TIE SOMEBODY ELSE UP. YOU CAN 
USE AS A CASE IN POINT A PLACE LIKE 
ISRAEL OR NIGERIA, WHERE PEOPLE WERE 
BRUTALISED AND THEN THEY TURNED AROUND 
AND BRUTALISED SOMEBODY ELSE. YOU THINK 
THAT THEY WOULD KNOW BETTER.
ARTISTS DO THE SAME THING. 

J.A: It is frightening when that 
comes to art

LW: WELL, ARTISTS GET SCARED, PEOPLE 
GET SCARED, YOU ARE FORGETTING THAT 
ARTISTS ARE HUMAN BEINGS, AND THEY HAVE 
TO LIVE IN A PRECARIOUS ENVIRONMENT. 
THEY GET FRIGHTENED AND THEY BEGIN TO 
PROTECT THEMSELVES. THEY DON’T QUITE 
REALISE THAT THEIR REAL USE IS TO 
MAINTAIN THEMSELVES WITHIN THE ARENA 
OF CONVERSATION; IT’S NOT TO FIND 
THE IVORY TOWER AND KEEP PEOPLE OUT.  
THAT’S AN OLD FASHIONED IDEA OF ART, 
PERHAPS IT WAS NECESSARY AT ANOTHER 
TIME; BUT IT IS NOT NECESSARY ANYMORE.  
FORGET ABOUT IT BEING EVEN GOOD OR BAD, 
IT IS NOT NECESSARY.

Material/process in the present tense
“Structure implies feedback loops, it puts 
into play a concept of totalisation that it 
itself masters. It is occupied by inputs and 
outputs whose purpose is to make the structure 
function according to the principle of 
eternal return. It is haunted by a desire for 
eternity.” 
—Felix Guattari Chaosmosis: an aesthetic 
paradigm (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1992)
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Artists in the 1960s and 1970s often worked 
with casual materials: bricks, fluorescent
light bulbs, negative space cut out from a 
wall.  What happened was very interesting —and 
frightening — for my generation of artists: 
those materials acquired formal value.  And if 
we are to have some fidelity to the facts, it
is no longer possible to think casually about 
piles of earth, or about anything that you 
can buy at the hardware store.  New universes 
of reference are established, and now it is 
as if they had always been there.  Things are 
getting crowded to the point that it feels 
like a minefield — references, straitjackets,
or guidelines?  Their generation may have tied 
mine to the tracks…

J.A: You have said that you work 
with “non-heroic materials”

LW: I TRY TO

J.A: Those materials now carry a 
different value.
 

LW: YOU CAN SUBVERT THE VALUE, YOU CAN 
TAKE A PIECE THAT I DID ON THE 60S WHEN 
DOW CHEMICALS WAS GIVING AWAY ALL THESE 
STUFF. THE ONLY PIECE THAT I COULD DO 
WITH THE DOW CHEMICALS MATERIAL WAS TO 
LAY IT IN THE GROUND. IT WAS OBVIOUS 
WHAT IT WAS ABOUT, BUT IT STILL WAS 
REALLY ABOUT A PIECE OF HD300 SET INTO 
THE GROUND, FLUSHED WITH THE GROUND.

THE METAPHOR THAT THEY MADE FROM IT 
–AND THEY WERE FURIOUS— WAS THEIR 
METAPHOR, I WAS MAKING A SCULPTURE, 
TOTALLY WITHIN THE AESTHETICS OF MY OWN 

WORK. OF COURSE WE CAN DO THAT STUFF! 
WE ALL ARE SUPPOSED TO BE ABLE TO DO 
THAT STUFF! BUT IT HAS TO REALLY BE A 
PIECE OF SCULPTURE, NOT A TEMPORARY CRY 
IN THE DARK THAT THERE IS AN INJUSTICE. 
THAT BELONGS ON GRAFFITI, ON POSTERS, 
AND ON YOUR MOUTH AND YOU ON THE STREET 
AND YOUR VOTE. IT DOESN’T NECESSARILY 
INFORM WORK OF ART, BECAUSE NOBODY 
KNOWS WHAT YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT AFTER 
YOU’VE BEEN SUCCESSFUL AT STOPPING THE 
ATROCITY. BUT IF IT HAS A MATERIAL 
VALUE, THAT THEN CAN BE CONVERTED INTO 
ANOTHER READING, AND ANOTHER MEANING 
FOR ANOTHER TIME. 

J.A: You are also producing a system 
of reference…

LW: A SYSTEM OF REFERENCE THAT AT 
LEAST IS COMING FROM MATERIAL OBJECTS 
AND DOESN’T CARRY WITH IT A SYSTEM OF 
VALUES. CONTEMPORARY ART AS IT STANDS, 
WITH ITS PERVERSE PLACE IN THE SOCIETY 
PLACES ITSELF IN SUCH A MANNER THAT IT 
DOESN’T CARRY WITH IT AUTHORITY. PEOPLE 
FIND USE FOR IT, YES THEY FIND USE FOR 
IT… AND THE MORE THEY FIND USE FOR IT, 
IT ACCRUES AN AUTHORITY, IT WORKS.  IF 
YOU WANT TO MAKE A GIN GIMLET, THAT 
RECIPE WORKS. ART IS JUST A RECIPE.

J.A: With the advantages that time 
gives us, how can we go about 
generating procedural ruptures on 
the structures as they are now?  Is 
it enough of a shift to take the 
parts of the system and reassemble 
them in a different way? The way 
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structures are now; I feel that 
artists end up being a natural 
resource, raw materials in the cycle 
of production.

LW: YES, THEY ARE RAW MATERIALS, BUT 
THEY ARE RAW MATERIALS THAT HAVE A 
CERTAIN KIND OF FULLNESS TO THEM 
THAT THEY ARE CAPABLE OF EXERTING 
SOME FORM OF POWER TO MAINTAIN THEIR 
OWN DIGNITY, I HAVE BEEN DOING THESE 
BODIES OF WORK ABOUT THE IDEA OF 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE MATERIAL IS 
BROUGHT DOWN TO THE POINT WHERE ITS 
INTEGRAL DIGNITY IS SO DISTRESSED 
THAT IT NO LONGER AGAIN CAN IT 
FUNCTION AS THE SAME MATERIAL. IT 
IS NOT A METAPHOR FOR PEOPLE; IT IS 
REALLY ABOUT THE MATERIALS. ALRIGHT, 
SOMEBODY THAT JUST HAS BEEN WRONGLY 
OR RIGHTLY IMPRISONED AND TORTURED, 
THEY’LL READ IT AS SOMETHING THAT 
RELATES TO THEM, OTHER PEOPLE 
WHO ARE WALKING DOWN THE STREET 
THAT’S CRUMBLING BECAUSE OF SHITTY 
CONCRETE, THEY’LL RELATE TO THAT… 
THAT’S THE POINT OF MAKING ART, TO 
EMPOWER PEOPLE TO BE ABLE TO BUILD 
AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE THING, THAT 
THERE IS ESSENTIALLY SOMETHING WRONG 
WITH THE CONCRETE WHEN IT CRUMBLES 
UNDER YOUR FEET. IT’S NOT GOOD; IT’S 
NOT WHAT THE SOCIETY PAID FOR. 

The international art market: Biennials as 
circulation strategy
Over the last 10 years, there has been a huge 
proliferation of biennials and international 
exhibitions. This point in time could even be 
dubbed as “the biennial generation”.  While 

the need for so many exhibitions of these kind 
can be questioned, their abundance provides a 
way of generating value that is not directly 
tied to capital, and it also allows for 
certain type of work to exist, specially work 
that may have a difficulty finding its place
within the gallery system.

J.A: It can be seen as a way to set 
up a system of circulation

LW: YES, OF CIRCULATION, OF GETTING IT 
OUT IN THE WORLD. 
 (…) AGAIN, ANYTHING THAT GIVES PEOPLE 
A DIGNIFIED MEANS OF SHOWING WHAT IT 
IS THAT THE CULTURE IS PRODUCING, BE 
IT FOR SOMEONE THAT IS 90 AND HAS BEEN 
DOING IT ALL HIS LIFE, OR FOR SOMEBODY 
FOR WHOM IT IS THEIR FIRST TIME OUT, 
IT IS NICE; YOU DON’T KNOW ANY OF 
THAT WHEN YOU SEE IT UP IN THE WALL, 
YOU DON’T KNOW WHEN YOU SEE IT ON THE 
FLOOR, YOU DON’T KNOW WHEN THEY TURN IT 
ON AND TURN IT OFF, YOU JUST SEE WHAT 
IT IS, AND I THINK IT IS GREAT, THE 
MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR PEOPLE TO SHOW, 
THE BETTER. I DON’T LIKE BIENNALES AND 
TRIENNIALS THAT HAVE FALSE CLAIMS: 
“THIS IS THE TRIENNIAL OR BIENNALE 
THAT IS GOING TO CHANGE THE WORLD” NO. 
SOMETHING IN IT MAY CHANGE THE WORLD, 
BUT BIENNALES AND TRIENNIALS ARE GOING 
TO CHANGE NOTHING, SO THEY ARE MAKING 
A TRAP. IT IS NOT THE EXHIBITION, IT 
IS WHAT IS IN IT. IT IS NOT THE MUSEUM 
THAT MAKES ART PART OF THE CULTURE, 
IT IS WHAT IS IN THE MUSEUM. PEOPLE 
WHO FALL FOR THE AUTHORITY, THE FALSE 
AUTHORITY OF THE MUSEUM, MOST OFTEN 
WHEN THEY HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO SPEND 
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SOME TIME AROUND, THEY REALISE THAT 
THE MUSEUM IS NOT AN ACCREDITATION 
AUTHORITY, THE MUSEUM IS A MEANS OF 
HOLDING TOGETHER WHAT OTHER PEOPLE HAVE 
PRODUCED… AND THAT’S IT. IT IS A MUSEO, 
A PLACE WHERE THEY CAN HOLD TOGETHER 
THINGS THAT ENTER THE CULTURE AND NO 
LONGER WERE TALKING TO ANYBODY, BUT 
THEY MAYBE INTERESTING FOR THE NEXT 
GENERATION TO UNDERSTAND… YOU READ 
HISTORY, I READ HISTORY… 

Corollary

LW: I LIKE THE IDEA OF YOU PUTTING 
YOURSELF UP ON A SITUATION OF COMING TO 
HAVE A CONVERSATION WITH A COLLEAGUE OF 
YOURS WHO IS YOUR FRIEND, ABOUT WHAT 
IN FACT YOU ARE DOING BY INVOLVING 
YOURSELF INTO A TRIENNIAL BECAUSE YOU 
ARE NOT LOOKING TO ADD FALSE VALUE 
TO THINGS, BUT YOU WOULD LIKE YOUR 
THINGS TO HAVE VALUE… IT IS A VERY GOOD 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN ARTISTS WHEN YOU 
TRY TO FIGURE OUT WHAT IT IS THAT YOU 
ARE PUTTING OUT INTO THE WORLD AND IT 
IS JUST AS VALID AS ANYTHING ELSE… BUT 
IN THE END YOU ARE STILL STUCK WITH 
WHAT IT IS YOU PUT OUT, AND NOT HOW 
YOU PACKAGE IT AND HOW YOU PHRASE IT.  
BEAUTIFUL LIFE. ISN’T IT? 

Julieta Aranda is an artist based in New York 
who is co-curator of the e-flux video rental
project that will next be shown at Portikus, 
Frankfurt and the Museum-in-Progress, Vienna.
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Please affix your photo
taken at 1 West India Quay, London 

in the space provided
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Karl Holmqvist Talks with William S. Burroughs

Karl Holmqvist: Mr Burroughs, or should I say 
Bill? In your writings you often come across 
as not such a nice person, kind of racist 
woman hater and even homophobic...

William S. Burroughs: Well, you shouldn’t 
believe all you read. Writing sometimes 
can function as a kind of exorcism — by 
adapting a voice, a persona and listing all 
taboos, dealing with all the things you’re 
not supposed to can even be more efficient
sometimes to get the kids to think for 
themselves rather than some mish-mash love-
all kind of thing like some politician or 
something...

KH: But what about drugs? You have stated 
somewhere as to it being the number one 
health problem in the USA and the world today 
— yet when reading your books it is almost 
glorifying drug use somehow and enticing a 
lot of unsuspecting young readers to try for 
themselves.

WSB: Well, if that’s your impression you must 
be even more stupid than you look. Drug use is 
not something you start from reading books, 
but rather from being in a desperate place 
from the beginning where you don’t really have 
an option.

KH: Well, that’s just it, you come from the 
adding machine Burroughs family and was 
supported by your family way up into your 
forties — how can that be so desperate a 
background?

WSB: Desperation comes not only from monetary 
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need. My literary career started basically 
after my drug using hell was over and all I 
can say is that one needs to judge me from my 
actions rather than the supposed content of my 
books.

KH: Well that’s easy to say. There seems to be 
a glorifying of drug use mainly in music and 
popular culture today that in many ways can be 
said to have started with the Beats as well as 
with your writing.

WSB: Indiscriminate glorifying of drug use 
is just for stupid people. Again there might 
be a difference between drug use and abuse 
— humans have used stimulants of different 
kinds to alter or enhance their perception 
since day one. Exactly what I would want to 
propagate against is how naively the use of 
certain stimulants has all been turned into 
a criminal activity that at the end of the 
day serves as cover-up for whole different 
agendas. World domination, indiscriminatory 
imprisonment of certain of society’s groups, 
dishonesty, drug busts as cover up for random 
violence and control etcetera, drug wars as a 
kind of politico police state quest for the 
Holy Grail.

KH: This liaison between sex, crime and drugs 
certainly has been hammered down through your 
writing. What about language? What is it?

WSB: Well, for me personally it began 
basically as a lifeline. A way to stay 
in touch with human sides to my person I 
knew were somewhere in there no matter how 
miserable my existence. This was something I 
shared and had exchanges around also with Jack 
[Kerouac] and Allen [Ginsberg] even if their 

situation I would state now never was quite as 
desperate as mine...

KH: Isn’t it fair at the same time at this 
point to assume Ginsberg to have been the very 
person behind some of that desperation?

WSB: Unrequited Love is never just one 
person’s fault. It’s unhappiness I guess, but 
Allen largely made up for his lack of romantic 
interest in my person by the continuous 
support I could count on throughout the rest 
of my life. To be able to play it that way 
and not allowing stupidities such as hurt and 
vengeance etcetera get in the way is something 
extremely generous...

KH: Well, it would have been very generous on 
your own behalf too then?

WSB: If you started out describing me as so 
horrible now it seems you’re going for whole 
other characteristics. [Laughs]

KH: Must be that devastating charm I had 
already been warned about beforehand. Now tell 
me about magic.

WSB: Well, for that you should really speak 
with Brion Gysin. But if we speak of language 
as a means of self-help out of desperation 
this really is what magic is. Language is 
magic.

KH: Using the cut-up really must have allowed 
you to disengage in some sense from personal 
involvement in the language of your books. 
Allowing other voices and other forces to 
enter the very expression of your work.
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WSB: Perhaps this was the intention behind 
this experimentation — and it certainly is 
true but one could also make claims to the 
very opposite. Once you start elaborating with 
all these things your need for control and 
directing the activity becomes even stronger 
than if you had been the inventor behind it 
all.

KH: It would seem your chances for interaction 
will be so much more broadened than if you had 
‘simply’ written linearly. There’s also a lot 
of humour and chance encounters. This could 
be a less sinister legacy with the influence
of the cut-up on things such as sampling and 
random chance structures that seem to be all 
but dominating dance music now and also re-
makes, super-copies and in-jokes in movies and 
commercials etcetera.

WSB: We were all working to liberate 
ourselves, but also to make the world freer... 
The first direct influence on music I can recall
was with the punk movement and Patti Smith. 
Just the idea that if you had it in you there 
would always be ways to get it out there 
with gaffa tape and super glue [Laughs] just 
ripping through the stasis and indifference of 
respectable society.

KH: So what do you have to say about 
creativity and crime sometimes being treated 
almost as one and the same?

WSB: For individuals and governments who allow 
themselves to be ruled by fear this of course 
will seem so, when in fact of course they 
are the opposites of each other. Someone who 
creates doesn’t need to commit crimes. Not 
even steal someone else’s ideas! [Laughs]

KH: Thank You Mr. Burroughs for sharing these 
wisdoms, I promise never to be scared of or 
think bad of you again.

WSB: Well, Thank You.

Stockholm July 2005
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Social Services and the Avant-garde: Fruitful 
Three Years for Artist Group, Pear 

The groundbreaking exhibition They Had Three 
Years... opens at the Pear Museum, Los Angeles 
on Saturday May 7 and runs until Saturday 
June 4, 2022. The show will be an exclusive 
opportunity for a Western audience to witness 
the stunning results of an ambitious avant-
garde social services project in the depths of 
Africa, undertaken by artist group, Pear. 

Pear consists of artists Americo Burgheim, 
Emily Cullman and Dale Gooding. The personnel 
were hand-picked by Pear Museum head curator, 
Valerie Kirshenbaum. Each artist brings 
something unique and essential to the project. 

 The individual practice of Burgheim is 
centred around the act of generating 
attention. Burgheim is most famous for his 
collaboration with David Destino where the duo 
brought Downtown LA to a complete standstill 
by gathering more than 300,000 people to 
march in aid of a political party that did 
not even exist. Cullman offers the project 
exceptional communication skills and as co-
founder of the Contemporary Artists’ Christian 
Union, has links with Rural Impact Christian 
Ministries (RICM), an organisation Pear would 
be working with in Malawi. Cullman has vital 
experience in grassroots community work in 
South America. Gooding is a former winner of 
the Pear Photography Prize for his spectacular 
account of the melting of Gould Bay. His 
winning series of photographs were executed 
over a period of ten years, and document the 
ice shelves of the bay being gradually eaten 
up by the Weddell Sea.    
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At the beginning of Pear’s three-year stay in 
Malawi, the group effectively took over the 
development and maintenance of a multi-purpose 
community centre (MCC) in the outskirts of 
Lilongwe. Now, three years on, the MCC has 
600 registered orphans, and the registration 
process is continuous as long as there is 
evidence of orphan-hood from traditional 
leaders (chiefs). Pear’s MCC. provides several 
programs according to age group (i.e. 3–5 
years Pear Nursery School with feeding and 
clothes supply, 6–12 years After School Pear 
Care with feeding and clothes supply, and 
13–19 years Pear Youth Program with HIV/
AIDS awareness education, drama, sports 
(including the renowned Pear Soccer Academy) 
and discipleship training). The artists and 
local people contribute to the delivery of 
these programs. The artists have designed the 
project so as to bring ownership of the MCC to 
the local community people. 

Cullman states, “The MCC exists to empower 
orphaned and vulnerable children, and their 
communities to meet physical, emotional, 
intellectual, and spiritual needs in order 
to develop a sustainable, better life in the 
community”.

Pear Online Cloning Chief Executive Officer,
Kenneth Mader exclaims: “We are absolutely 
thrilled by, and thoroughly proud of Pear’s 
achievements in Malawi. It was beyond 
our wildest dreams that within the three 
years, these three artists would succeed in 
installing Africa’s very first online cloning
system. It is just wonderful that Pear has 
helped these children develop a better 
life in their community and that Africa is 
now aware that online cloning is the way 

forward for society. I would urge the Western 
public to take this opportunity to view the 
results of three years of avant-garde social 
service genius, captured so very well in the 
magnificent exhibition They Had Three Years... 
at the Pear Museum, Los Angeles”.  
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Excerpt from the essay, “Pearplex’d?: Raphael 
and Bell’haver Stuck on a Spiral Staircase 
with only a Laptop” by Marcel Henry (Pear: A 
Journal of Art, Context and Enquiry, Issue 08, 
2022) 

Jimi Lopez not only embraced the opportunity 
(to exhibit work in the Los Angeles nightclub, 
The Pearplex) but his installation became a 
physical parasite of the nighttime thrash-
disco events. (Almost) Live in the Remix 
occupied the whole of the Indigo Room of the 
Pearplex. Lopez installed software in the 
Indigo Room, linked up to the outputs of both 
DJ and VJ mixers in the Main Arena allowing 
the artist to provide an alternative audio/
visual show based on the events of the main 
arena but with his own imaginative twist. An 
example of Lopez’s reprogramming of the main 
event being his ingenious appropriation of the 
bass line of Holly Golightly’s “My Love Is” 
(played by Microsoft Sam at about 22:45 when 
there were fewer than a dozen people in the 
club (including staff)) as a deep undercurrent 
to the tweeter — driven highs of “Dr. Love’s 
Phantom Pain” by Disco Asphyxia played by 
Suicidal Sid at about 2:30 in front of a crowd 
of over 700.1 Ironically, during the opening 
week of the exhibition Lopez’s performances 
attracted such a crowd that the queue for the 
Indigo Room extended across the dance floor of
the Main Arena. For the second week, Lopez was 
scheduled to perform in the main arena with 
the ‘main’ act relegated to the Indigo Room. 
However, during the second week, the ‘main’ 
acts consistently attracted such a crowd that 
the queue for the Indigo Room, again, extended 
across the dance floor of the Main Arena.
Consequently the ‘main’ acts will return to 
the Main Arena for the third week. At the time 
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of writing this is how it stands. I for one 
can see a trend developing. Lopez offered his 
views on my prediction: 

“I can’t say I didn’t see it coming [his 
return to the Indigo Room for week 3]. Where 
there’s a small and sleazy venue, there will 
always be a crowd; people would rather queue 
for something that appears ‘underground’ than 
dance to something supposedly mainstream. My 
status has changed throughout the course of 
this exhibition. One week I’m, ‘an underground 
artist with a unique style no-one can easily 
describe’; next week I’m a superstar MJ, my 
style pigeonholed so dumb promoters don’t have 
to think too hard. I must say I’m looking 
forward to returning underground”.

He adds, “By the way, I’ll let you cats in 
on how my first week in the Indigo Room was
so busy: The first three nights, as soon as a
crowd gathered in the Main Arena I shut up 
shop and hung a sign on my door, “Indigo Room 
Full” and cranked up the volume of my tunes 
along with sound samples of screaming and 
clapping I was recording from the Main Arena. 
There was no cat in the Indigo Room on the 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday nights, but me in 
there blasting out tunes and sampled screams 
with a “Full” sign on the door. As soon as I 
opened on the Tuesday the place was rammed!”

I would deem this scam to be an integral 
part of Lopez’s performance. I view the 
recording and replaying of crowd noises from 
the Main Arena (and the connotations of this 
(i.e. individuals being summoned to a room 
by the (recorded) sound of their own voice 
— fascinating)) to be a fine example of post-
post-modernity.

1 Tweeter — a treble speaker, often small and piercing. In 
big clubs often hung from the ceiling
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Excerpt from the essay, ‘Synthetic Multi-
disciplinary Polyglottic Globetrotting and the 
Art of Don Truman’ by Zander Fackelmann (Pear: 
A Journal of Art, Context and Enquiry, Issue 
08, 2022) 

After the successful completion of several 
sub-projects it was now time for the showpiece 
of the (The Pear Soccer Academy) Roadshow; 
the Pear Soccer Academy Champion of Champions 
International Play-off which showcased Joel 
Eppinger III’s extraordinary new software Pear 
Online Temporary Clone Translocation (POTCT). 
Over the two weeks of the project, local teams 
in each of the four participating cities had 
been contesting a soccer tournament. On the 
final Saturday of the project the winners of
each tournament competed against one another 
for the Champion of Champions trophy in quite 
astonishing fashion. In the first semi-final the
champions of Hong Kong took on the Stockholm 
winners. Venue? Hong Kong Stadium AND Rasunda 
Stadion, Stockholm, simultaneously. Each 
team lined up on their respective pitch and 
thanks to the wonders of Pear Online Temporary 
Clone Translocation a clone of each Hong Kong 
player was teleported to the corresponding 
location on the Rasunda pitch and a clone 
of each Stockholm player was teleported to 
the corresponding location on the Hong Kong 
pitch. And so the match was contested in 
front of a crowd of 18,000 people in Hong 
Kong and 25,000 in Stockholm (not to mention 
a crowd of several million logged on to pear.
com). Incidentally the Hong Kong side won the 
match(es) one goal to nil, albeit after an 
inquiry following an official complaint from
the Stockholm camp.1 
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The final of the Pear Soccer Academy Champion 
of Champions International Play-off was 
contested on Saturday January 22 at Pearvena 
Zvezda stadium, Belgrade at 4:00 and at Hong 
Kong Stadium at 10:00 The eventual champions, 
albeit after an inquiry following an official
complaint from the Hong Kong camp, were the 
Belgrade team who triumphed by one goal to 
nil.2 

1 Stockholm officials (including the referee) were certain
the Hong Kong goal did not, in fact, cross the line. The 
inquiry found that the Hong Kong pitch was a metre shorter 
in length than the Stockholm pitch and so although the 
Swedish goalkeeper ‘saved’ the shot in question, his 
clone in Hong Kong did appear to be standing behind the 
goal-line and hence the goal was awarded. After accepting 
this verdict the Swedish camp attempted to lodge a second 
complaint which was rejected without consideration on the 
grounds that it should have been submitted along with 
the initial complaint. (Incidentally the complaint was 
with regard to the visibility, or lack of, of the cloned 
Hong Kong players. The Swedish camp, suspecting technical 
malfunction, pursued the issue with Joel Eppinger III, 
developer of Pear Online Temporary Clone Translocation 
software. Eppinger III cited difficulties with the digital
tracking devices as the root of the problem: “Each 
player is fitted with several tracking devices which
provide the computer network with information regarding 
the player’s location on the pitch. It appears these 
devices are not of sufficient accuracy as they seem to
have provided the network with information regarding, not 
just the player, but any other bodies in his immediate 
proximity. In the case of the Hong Kong players it seems 
the devices have detected the molecular information of 
the (slightly polluted) air around them. The fact that 
the devices are also light sensitive (and bearing in 
mind the match took place at 2:00 in Hong Kong) resulted 
in the cloned versions of the Hong Kong players running 
around on the Rasunda pitch in bubbles of smog, appearing 
and disappearing as their originals entered and exited 
pockets of floodlit park in Hong Kong. Anyway, it’s only a
game. It’s the taking part that counts”. The Swedish camp 
accepted this sentiment).
2 The complaint was with regard to the dimensions of the 
Pearvena Zvezda pitch (which was found to be one metre 
shorter than that of Hong Kong Stadium) and allegations 
of the unsportsmanlike use of a smoke machine. The 
complaint was rejected. 
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Excerpt from the essay, “Social Services and 
the Avant-garde” by Jacqueline Schardt (Pear: 
A Journal of Art, Context and Enquiry, Issue 
08, 2022)

The Lilongwe tobacco manufacturing project 
(undertaken by the artist group, Pear 
Africa during its three-year residency in 
Malawi) developed quickly into an active 
collaboration because the artists encountered 
a group who were looking for outside input 
and saw Pear’s presence in Lilongwe as an 
opportunity to address their own situation. 
The project is now at an interesting stage; 
a moment where both partners — artists and 
farmers — are employing the material in 
their respective contexts. Pear will shortly 
present documentation of the project in USA 
artspaces, primarily Pear Museum, as part of 
They Had Three Years..., which will coincide 
with the launch of PearCopy MalawiRainbow on 
the USA market. RICM, meanwhile, are using the 
material in their presentations to potential 
government and funding partners in Malawi. 
What happens next depends on how these various 
audiences respond. I, for one, predict that 
the launch of MalawiRainbow on the USA market 
will be met with controversy. The launch, 
which has been scheduled to take place during 
the most high-profile tobacco advertising libel
case in USA history, (which, I believe, is yet 
another Pear marketing masterstroke from the 
school of ‘all publicity is good publicity’).1 
From an RICM perspective, I expect potential 
government and funding partners in Malawi to 
respond positively to the material presented. 
With tobacco comprising 84% of the country’s 
goods export, any opportunity for farmers 
to lessen the grip of the corporate monopoly 
should be greeted with open arms. In Malawi, 
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consumption of tobacco and consequent 
health risks is not an issue, as 95% of the 
population cannot afford the ‘luxury.’ The 
success or otherwise of the tobacco industry 
is a matter of life and death for farmers and 
their families and any support offered from 
Western NGOs must be welcomed.2

1 The assassination agency, ATA (Assassinate to 
Accumulate) are suing Bastenroy for $11m in losses. 
In the year 2013, on observing the statement ‘Smoking 
Kills,’ on a Bastenroy cyberboard, ATA covert workers 
cunningly encouraged their target (painfully bad gospel 
pop singer, Virginia Vanderschmidt) to begin smoking 
forty-a-day. Vanderschmidt is alive to this day, all be 
it with a throaty/husky/some-would-say-sexy, but still 
undeniably bad voice.  
2 Malawian tobacco farmers spend days away from home, 
living in their trucks parked outside the auction 
holdings. They wait their turn to deliver their bales 
of tobacco to the warehouse, where they (the bales) 
are stored for up to a week before reaching the auction 
floor where they sell for disgustingly low prices to
multinational corporations who have agreed a price for 
each bale before entering the auction. This pre-auction 
agreement deems the auction process a farce in that it 
allows the multinationals to push down prices at will 
(from $30/kilo to $3 in the last two years), leaving 
the farmers’ welfare in corporate hands. This economic 
downward spiral has left farmers with no option but 
to ‘cheat’ the system. Many have resorted to offering 
auction officials money to get them a reasonable price
for their bales. Unfortunately for the farmers, auction 
officials are rarely true to their word. A more successful
means of getting a better price is to increase the weight 
of one’s bale. This can be achieved through application 
of foreign object theory. The addition of eggs, corn on 
the cob, stones and shoes are all popular choices. It 
is a small victory for the farmer when the Koemen CEO 
is alerted to a bale containing a higher percentage of 
plastic than tobacco. A small victory for the Koemen CEO 
when an intoxicated architectural critic smokes the heel-
end of a Malawian woman’s shoe. 
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OF COURSE I’LL SEND YOU EVERYTHING I CAN 
REMEMBER — BUT YOU REALISE WITH SO MANY YEARS 
GONE — I MIGHT TEND TO ELABORATE...OR FORGET 
STUFF.

NO NAMES OF COURSE —

HE WAS FRONT LINE INFANTRY AND WAS WOUNDED IN 
FRANCE. LUCKILY, HIS WOUND WASNT THAT SERIOUS. 
THEY DIDN’T HAVE PENICILLIN AT THE TIME BUT 
SOME SORT OF POWDER THAT WAS PROBABLY JUST 
AS GOOD. HIS COMMANDING OFFICER SUGGESTED 
HE GO INTO THE QUARTERMASTER OUTFIT. THE 
QUARTERMASTER CORP IS THE OUTFIT THAT BRINGS 
SUPPLIES TO THE SOLDIERS. HE WOULD SELL 
THINGS TO THE GERMAN PEOPLE — THEY HAD ZILCH— 
SCARCITY OF EVERYTHING. THEY ALL SAID THEY 
HATED THE NAZIS AND LOVED AMERICANS — SURE.
THE COMMANDING OFFICER KNEW HE WAS JEWISH 
AND COULD PROBABLY COMMUNICATE WITH GERMAN 
PRISONERS — BETTER THAN MOST.1

HE WAS SENT TO MARBURG AND HE WAS IN CHARGE 
OF OVER 500 PRISONERS.2 IN THIS POSITION, HIS 
PAY WAS 50 BUCKS A MONTH. THE QUARTERMASTERS 
WERE IN CHARGE OF ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED IN 
— THERE WERE TRUCK-LOADS OF MERCHANDISE — THE 
MOST DESIRED WAS CIGARETTES AND FLINTS — THE 
STUFF THAT THEY USED FOR LIGHTERS. 

HE CONNECTED WITH SOME GUYS THAT WERE DOING 
BUSINESS WITH THE SOLDIERS IN CHARGE. OF 
COURSE SOLDIERS COULDN’T SEND MONEY ORDERS 
HOME THAT WERE MORE THAN THEIR BASE PAY — THAT 
WOULD SPELL COLLUSION. HIS LIEUTENANT WAS THE 
GUY TO OKAY THE TRANSFER FOR A PERCENTAGE. SO 
HE AND MY DARLING BECAME FRIENDS — I DON’T 
RECALL THE EXACT AMOUNT HE SENT HOME BUT WHEN 
I OPENED THE ENVELOPE — I THOUGHT HE WAS 
SENDING ME GERMAN MARKS SINCE I HAD NEVER SEEN 
A MONEY ORDER LIKE THAT. 
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P.S. I ALMOST TORE THEM UP UNTIL I READ HIS 
LETTER.

WE WERE REALLY BROKE WHEN HE LEFT FOR THE 
ARMY. I HAD TO GET A JOB FAST AND WORKED AS 
A WAITRESS IN A NIGHT CLUB.  THE OWNER OF 
THE NIGHT CLUB WAS A PARTNER IN THE GAMBLING 
SYNDICATE THAT WAS A QUASI-LEGITIMATE OUTFIT. 
WHEN THEY WERE TOLD TO SHUT DOWN FOR A WHILE, 
WE COULD GO TO THE UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE AND GET 
THE MUNIFICENT SUM OF 15 OR 20 BUCKS A WEEK. 
I’M DIGRESSING — HE ONLY SENT THE MONEY 
ORDERS HOME ONE TIME AND I WAS FRUGAL ENOUGH 
TO OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT. IN THOSE DAYS NO 
ONE — EXCEPT BUSINESS PEOPLE — HAD CHECKING 
ACCOUNTS.

NO ONE IN EITHER FAMILY WAS IN A POSITION OR 
INCLINATION TO PARTICIPATE IN SUCH ENDEAVORS. 
THEY WERE ALL STRAIGHT-ARROWS. DIDN’T KNOW 
FROM BORSCHT.
 
AFTER HE CAME HOME FROM THE SERVICE, HE WAS 
SURPRISED THAT I HAD SAVED UP TEN THOUSAND 
DOLLARS. WORKING AS A WAITRESS DURING WAR-TIME 
WAS A FAIRLY LUCRATIVE JOB. HOURS WERE FROM 
7 PM TO MIDNIGHT — THERE WAS A CURFEW ON THE 
BEACH. THE ARMY TOOK OVER ALL HOTELS DURING 
THE WAR. ONE COULD SEE SOLDERS MARCHING OR 
IN DRILL FORMATION. CIGARETTES THAT COULD BE 
PURCHASED AT THE P.X. WERE A DOLLAR A CARTON. 
SINCE HE WAS IN THE SERVICE, I WAS GIVEN A 
CARD TO ALLOW ME TO BUY BUTTS BUT I DIDNT 
SMOKE IN THOSE DAYS. MEAT WAS RATIONED AS WAS 
SUGAR AND SHOES, AND OF COURSE GASOLINE. 
 
NO HE DIDN’T SELL STUFF AT INFLATED PRICES — 
THE GERMANS SMOKED A LOT AND NEEDED FLINTS FOR 
THEIR LIGHTERS. THEY WOULD NEGOTIATE WITH HIM 

AND DIDN’T BARGAIN AT ALL. OH YES — WE USED 
THE MONEY SAVED TO PUT A DOWN PAYMENT ON THE 
OLD HOUSE WE BOUGHT — THIS WAS IN 1946 OR 47 
— YOUR FATHER WAS ABOUT 2 YRS OLD AT THE TIME.

1 He spoke Yiddish.
2 Marburg is located in the Bundesland of Hessen.
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Subject: RE:  
Date: Tue, 14 Jun 2005 17:46:36 -0400 
From: “Sofia Hernandez” <sofia@artingeneral.org>
Add to Address Book 
To: “alexis vaillant” <ultimiere@yahoo.com> 

    
:(
 

________________________________

From: alexis vaillant [mailto:ultimiere@yahoo.
com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2005 5:20 PM
To: Sofia Hernandez
Subject: 

 
 
_____________________________________________
_____
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam 
protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

Subject:  curatorial fellowship 
Date: Wed, 15 Jun 2005 11:49:20 -0400 
From: “Sofia Hernandez” <sofia@artingeneral.org>
Add to Address Book 
To: “raimundas m” <raimay@hotmail.com>, 
“alexis vaillant” <ultimiere@yahoo.com> 

    
 
Raimundas and Alexis,

If you know of anyone who might be interested 
in this, please pass it
along. It’s a new collab between Art in 
General and Bloomberg New York.
There will also be another deadline in 
November 2005.

Besos,

Sofia

CENSORED BY SOFIA HERNANDEZ CHONG CUY

Subject: RE: Stub your demoniac smile to my 
brain / Soak me in cognac and cocaine 
Date: Wed, 15 Jun 2005 12:20:45 -0400 
From: “Sofia Hernandez” <sofia@artingeneral.org>
Add to Address Book 
To: “raimundas m” <raimay@hotmail.
com>, toasting@free.fr, “alexis vaillant” 
<ultimiere@yahoo.com> 
CC: bertrand.schefer@free.fr 

    

“”
Stub your demoniac
smile 
to my brain
Soak me in 
cognac and cocaine
“”

This is a good title for the show, for a press 
release, for a chapter,
for a song, for a poster, for many things.
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I sent an email to Joachim to meet him once he 
returns to NYC.

--

jens is going to send a spie to vilnius. hope 
his/her name is alexis or
sofia.

>> Maybe the spie is already there. Have you 
checked with Catherine?
Have you checked her? I noticed that there is 
a Sofi working with Jan
Mot. Perhaps I can switch positions with her 
one day.

--

Solvita Krese, the director of Riga art 
centre, was very much 
interested
in the possibility of Ross Cisneros conference 
on evil in Riga. she 
said
yes for the screening and conference. we 
should talk to Ross about 
that.

>> I will talk to Ross. He is going to be 
thrilled. Thriller.

--

i’ve met with pablo leon de la barra - he 
wants to come to vilnius and
afterward to do Pablo Internacionale Magazine 
Vilnius Edition (the 2nd
issue, i don’t know if you’ve seen the first
one with me doing morning

exercise among gay chests), which to me sounds 
great. we could add it 
to
the existing set of publications, no?

>> CENSORED BY SOFIA HERNANDEZ CHONG CUY

--

i thought we don’t have any text which should 
relate to the economy of
artworld. we could maybe ask greg www.greg.org 
or marc spiegler (a
friend of greg whom i’ve met in rotterdam) 
www.marcspiegler.com i 
think,
or google.

>> Sounds good. Do you want me to ask Greg at 
greg.org? Would Jan Mot 
be
interested in writing about selling works by 
Tino Seghal. Cash only.

--

metropolis m? don’t you think we should send 
the whole set of questions
from the future to maxine? + answer 
collectively some of hers?

yes, let’s send the questions. and let’s 
answer individually to her
questions, i think the more our answers are 
different (or oppose) each
other, the better they are. it should be 
schizo, it shouldn’t be
cohesive and unanimous.
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>>Ok, will respond. So I suppose we’ll find out
what happened until its
published, right?

--

-----Original Message-----
From: raimundas m [mailto:raimay@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 12:19 PM
To: ‘alexis vaillant’; ‘Sofia Hernandez’
Cc: bertrand.schefer@free.fr
Subject: Stub your demoniac smile to my brain 
/ Soak me in cognac and
cocaine

> - any news from  lyon biennial partnership?

we have to decide on the artist. is brice 
delsperger in lyon show?

> - any news from kobe matthys following the 
possibility to photocopy
reproductions of those historical works, 
showing them this way? does he
want to write something for any book about 
that?

i’ll ask him about that. i will also forwardy 
him the info of estonian
YBA show, maybe this lead to a certain criss-

cross

CENSORED BY RAIMUNDAS MALASAUSKAS

> - jonathan’s title sounhds great!

i think so too. how shall we use it? maybe for 
the first pressrelease?
talking about pressrelease - how is john 
kelsey doing? maybe we should
use it with jonathan’s title. 

> - arturas raila?

in discussion

> - do you want me to get in touch with 
alexander szeames? About
furtivity? i have to contact mar-olivier 
whaler from swiss center in
nyc.

of course, i think we considered him as one of 
the authors

> - did you meet jeppe hein in venice?

yes, he’s interested and would come at the end 
of june to vilnius for
research visit. he recently produced invisible 
labyrinths. sounded very
cool. i’ve sent him some images of the patio 
(yard on 2nd floor) of cac
for him - i thought this could be the space 
for him to play with.

> - any news from daniel bozkhov?

would be great
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> - jalal suggestion: reprinting a part of his 
book sounds good: “the
emperor’s new costume... “ i like the title 
but didn’t read it! so. i 
am
a bit short. did you read it rai?

i read it, it’s very good, it’s about fear and 
mask, i am going through
the book still, but please tell me what you 
think about his proposals 
of
video

> can’t watch gabriel lester’s videos. will 
watch them when in vilnius. 
is that ok for you end of june?

strange, we’ve checked the video before 
sending. ok, let’s watch it in
vilnius. 

> cool for the 2000 ultimiere ica cards! did 
you see jens in venice?

when is art in general doing next mailing? 
maybe we can also enclose
ultimiere cards? i’ve distributed a lot of 
them in venice. 
dissemination
of a secret, but not opening it. put into 
people’s bags in the parties,
etc. 

yes, we had a meeting with jens and it will be 
probably easier for me 
to
talk about it via phone with you. but in 
general it is good, i was 
happy

about the productivity of the meeting. no 
spaces for the actual show
(except cinema space, lobby, etc), but 
wilingness to be a mediating
point for the triennial, willingness to get 
some money from ica for it,
a time period from september to january and 
later.... etc. i think the
lack of physical space will be a virtue in 
this case.

> - metropolis m? don’t you think we should 
send the whole set of
questions from the future to maxine? + answer 
collectively some of 
hers?

yes, let’s send the questions. and let’s 
answer individually to her
questions, i think the more our answers are 
different (or oppose) each
other, the better they are. it should be 
schizo, it shouldn’t be
cohesive and unanimous.

> - thx for the pear photocopies. i read some 
stuff. good, even if the 
fictionnal sounds like smthg a bit boring to me
but it fits into the
dates of the mag perfectly. any news from her? 
in the e-mail you sent 
rai, she mentionned a guy???

i think it’s him. Kyle is not Kylie. i will 
ask him what he envisions 
as
a possibility for us. maybe something for a 
publication?

i’ve also met roberto cuoghi - he is working 
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on two new pieces, 
actually
songs that are two popular versions of 
nigerian and chinese folk songs
pretty popular in different versions in 
western world. roberto sings
them himself with a help of old-school voice 
filters and a computer. he
gave me to listen to the demo-version - it 
sounded good. he thinks it
can exist in space somewhere, not looping, but 
appearing now and then. 
i
also thought about radio. 

i’ve met with joachim koester. what a great 
coincidence (?) - he just
took the photos of an interior of an haunted 
house in sicily from the
xix century, an asylum for a community that 
was combining bisexual
pleasures with religious aspirations. in the 
60s it has become a
worldwide famous place for psychedelia people.
meanwhile it’s abandoned
and according to joachim, invisible. he told 
me it was really scary to
be inside the house. he found a sentence 
written on the wall: Stub your
demoniac smile to my brain / Soak me in cognac 
and cocaine. 

he said he will be able to produce the prints 
for us. we’ll apply for
danish funds.

(sofia, do you know what is pia lindman up to
these days? anything
relevant for us?)

(alexis, i’ve heard many great things about 
olivia plender... and today
i thought that she could draw illustrations 
for bertrand’s script, it
would be a fantastic book, no? - i forward you 
her drawing in next
email)

i’ve met with pablo leon de la barra - he 
wants to come to vilnius and
afterward to do Pablo Internacionale Magazine 
Vilnius Edition (the 2nd
issue, i don’t know if you’ve seen the first
one with me doing morning
exercise among gay chests), which to me sounds 
great. we could add it 
to
the existing set of publications, no?

i’ve met with sarah tripp and she said she met 
only because she found 
it
interesting to meet after reading our 
keywords, etc. she will be back
with a prop.

i’ve met with melvin moti and we’ve discussed 
katie king’s affair. 

Solvita Krese, the director of Riga art 
centre, was very much 
interested
in the possibility of Ross Cisneros conference 
on evil in Riga. she 
said
yes for the screening and conference. we 
should talk to Ross about 
that.

i’ve met many other people who are excited to 
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come to vilnius in sept.

i thought we don’t have any text which should 
relate to the economy of
artworld. we could maybe ask greg www.greg.org 
or marc spiegler (a
friend of greg whom i’ve met in rotterdam) 
www.marcspiegler.com i 
think,
or google.

jens is going to send a spie to vilnius. hope 
his/her name is alexis or
sofia.

This message is not flagged. [ Flag Message -
Mark as Unread ]

From: “raimundas m” <raimay@hotmail.com>  Add 
to Address Book 
To: “’Sofia Hernandez’” <sofia@artingeneral.
org>, toasting@free.fr, “’alexis vaillant’” 
<ultimiere@yahoo.com> 
CC: bertrand.schefer@free.fr 
Subject: RE: Stub your demoniac smile to my 
brain / Soak me in cognac and cocaine 
Date: Wed, 15 Jun 2005 20:40:50 +0300 

    
“”
Stub your demoniac
smile 
to my brain
Soak me in 
cognac and cocaine
“”

This is a good title for the show, for a press 
release, for a chapter,

for a song, for a poster, for many things.

WHAT WOULD YOU START FROM?

CENSORED BY SOFIA HERNANDEZ CHONG CUY

B) IT’S A GOOD WAY TO INSERT VILNIUS INTO A 
DIFFERENT DISCOURSE BUT THE
GENERAL TOURISTIC ONE

--

>Would Jan Mot be
interested in writing about selling works by 
Tino Seghal. Cash only.

GREAT IDEA. I WILL EMAIL JAN

This message is not flagged. [ Flag Message -
Mark as Unread ]

From: “raimundas m” <raimay@hotmail.com>  Add 
to Address Book 
To: “’Sofia Hernandez’” <sofia@artingeneral.
org>, toasting@free.fr, “’alexis vaillant’” 
<ultimiere@yahoo.com> 
CC: bertrand.schefer@free.fr 
Subject: RE: Stub your demoniac smile to my 
brain / Soak me in cognac and cocaine 
Date: Wed, 15 Jun 2005 20:40:50 +0300 

    

Chicos: 

Attached is an interview of Anders Kreuger and 
Joachim Koester. Thought
you might enjoy it. Joachim suggests it can be 
used for the “catalogue”
(perhaps the website?). We talked about this. 
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He liked the idea of the
publications very much. He might be happy to 
propose something for the
5th one?! 

Besos,

Sofia

-----Original Message-----
From: joachim koester [mailto:koester@thing.
net] 
Sent: Saturday, July 02, 2005 9:13 PM
To: Sofia Hernandez
Subject: interview

Hi Sofia
Nice to have a chance to meet up.
Here is the interview which might be of use 
for the cataloque, see what
you think.
What was the name of the film you mentioned.
The directors name was
Hayes? and it was called Safe? -- I have 
completely forgotten...
Well, tell me if you need more information All 
best Joachim

Lazy Clairvoyants and Future Audiences
Joachim Koester in Conversation with Anders 
Kreuger

Anders Kreuger: Among the topics we have 
discussed in the course of our collaboration, 
which started a couple of years ago, is ‘the 
future’. We have talked about the importance 
of the future in photography, which is part 
of your practice, part of what you do. Could 

you elaborate on the idea of the future 
in relation to your work in general and in 
relation to your involvement with photographic 
images in particular?
Joachim Koester: All images, but particularly 
photographic images, have a time dimension. 
Photographs tend to become more interesting 
as time passes. Everything around us is 
designed to appear in a certain way. This 
‘index’ of things is almost invisible, since 
we don’t notice it. But as time passes after 
a photograph is taken we are suddenly able 
to see how all these shapes really look, how 
cars and houses and everything else have been 
created.
AK: An image, say a photograph, film image or
video, is conditioned by so many of these 
things around us that we are unable to see 
now...
JK: ...and as time passes these things become 
apparent. They become very visible signs of 
how reality was once constructed.
AK: And therefore people in the future will 
want to look back at images that to them 
represent a past?
JK: Yes. Something that has interested me 
a lot is how ideas and narratives take on 
a physical form, how stories and history 
materialise. I believe most human activities 
leave traces in space. In one way or another, 
spaces are transformed by human action, and 
in my work I am, if you like, ghost-hunting 
spaces. I look for these storylines, which 
may not always be very apparent but are still 
present.
AK: Is this your take on visuality, that it 
is to do with traces of activity? Finding the 
traces of things that could be narrated, and 
showing these traces?
JK: I think this has been my approach to 
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photography from the beginning. I started 
photographing in Christiania, a former 
military base in Copenhagen that in 1971 was 
transformed into a ‘free state’, a space that 
allowed its inhabitants a maximum of personal 
freedom. What interested me was how this site, 
which was obviously originally about control, 
could be transformed to accommodate new and 
different ideas. Would it be possible to see 
this? Had this intention been visualised as 
something that could be documented?

AK: The tension in all your work is, I 
suppose, a tension between your interest in 
and research into a specific subject and what
can be seen, read and understood from the 
images you present of that subject?
JK: I approach different images in different 
ways. There are works where the subject-
matter is very much in the images. Pit Music 
is one example. You can watch the whole video 
sequence, with the string quartet playing in 
the gallery, without knowing anything about 
my underlying intentions. But in all my works 
there is a tension between the apparent 
narrative, which the viewer immediately sees, 
and what remains invisible or illegible.
AK: Do we need to know what you know, or do 
you allow the images to tell the stories they 
tell themselves?
JK: It is all to do with settings. The 
settings I bring into my work make my images 
different from other people’s images. I 
approach my subject matter with a certain 
knowledge of what has happened in a specific
place and then I take photographs there. Of 
course I am not sure how they will turn out 
and whether it will be possible to read the 
narrative or not. My intention is not to just 
take a photograph, nor to illustrate a story. 

I want the photograph, my documentation, to 
exist in a field of tension between what is
depicted and the narrative content.  
AK: So you count on the viewer to share your 
interest in the subject-matter?
JK: Of course I hope the viewer’s interest 
will mirror my own, at least to some extent. 
What is so great about contemporary art is 
that it allows you to try out different 
settings in your relation with your audience. 
Who is the audience, how does this audience 
look, what are its interests? Perhaps that 
is the obscure thing about my work, that I’m 
looking for an audience. An audience that I 
don’t necessarily have.

AK: But it would be too easy to say that your 
subject matter is obscure, don’t you think? 
Sometimes it is not, sometimes you choose a 
subject matter that many people have already 
been interested in, written about and worked 
with, such as the Swedish explorer Salomon 
August Andrée for example, or Christiania in 
Copenhagen, or Immanuel Kant, or Dracula. 
These themes are by no means obscure in the 
sense that they are unknown. There is a 
certain obscurity involved, however, perhaps 
partly because of what we talked about: the 
relation between the image and a narrative.
JK: Perhaps this is best illustrated by the 
work I did from Resolute, in the far north of 
Canada. Only 200 people live there, but it 
has witnessed significant events. The explorer
Franklin disappeared in this area, the 
architect Ralph Erskine planned a model Arctic 
town, there are traces of the cold war and 
the horrible relocation of Inuits to Resolute 
in the 50s which continues to sour relations 
between Canada and the new autonomous state 
of Nunavut. These things are hardly something 
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discussed in the news pages of the mainstream 
media. But it is curious that Resolute, the 
ship that named the place, was made into 
a desk that the British then gave to the 
Americans for their help with trying to locate 
Franklin. That desk is now in the White 
House, in the Oval Office. It is called the
Resolute Desk. There is a famous photograph of 
President Kennedy sitting at the desk and his 
children playing under it. That is the kind of 
obscurity that interests me: things that take 
place at the fringe but thrive secretly at the 
heart of mainstream culture. 

AK: You are interested in visualisations 
of history and one of the most commonly 
employed ways of achieving them is to use 
documentation. But you still don’t let go 
of your fascination with the potential for 
the future, which can also be sensed in this 
documentation. There is kind of a double take 
on time in your work...
JK: When you document something what is 
at stake is the past, the present and the 
future. A series of photographs can be viewed 
as a small archive. A scene for potential 
narratives to unfold. In the Andrée project 
that I am preparing for Venice, I’m trying to 
achieve precisely this: maintaining some of 
the integrity of a material from the past and 
releasing that potential for us today, i.e. 
for the future.
AK: Just to clarify: what exactly is this 
project, Message from Andrée?
JK: I think this work is probably where I’m 
most explicitly trying to tackle the problem 
of postponing a message for the future. 
The title is somewhat opportune, a play or 
reference to all the unanswered questions that 
seems resonate with the history of the Andrée 
expedition.

AK: You have made a film based on the
photographs by Nils Strindberg, one of the 
explorers who tried to reach the North Pole by 
balloon in the late summer of 1897...
JK: ...and his films were lying in the Arctic
ice for 33 years after he and his two 
colleagues perished. Most historians who have 
worked with this material have looked straight 
through the layer of visual noise, of stains 
and blots, that covered the photographs. 
They have looked into the narrative in the 
pictures. But I stayed mostly on this surface 
layer, trying to squeeze something out of it 
that would be both part of the narrative and a 
cover-up of the narrative. We could say that 
the narrative is embedded or enmeshed in all 
those blots...
AK:...which are the result of what happened 
to the films as they were lying frozen for so
long.
JK: So I’m trying to release a certain 
potential in terms of a narrative, of the 
documentary. I’m very deliberately going to 
the edge of what a document and a documentary 
implies. 
AK: Are you concerned with the ‘operational’ 
question whether people will get the message, 
your message? This work is called Message from 
Andrée, but will people get it? Will they 
see this as more, or less, or nothing but a 
sequence of flickering grey dots on a screen?
JK: What I do is to create a setting for 
working in the borderline between language 
and non-language, between narrative and non-
narrative. I want to work on the edge of 
what could be called the unknown, because if 
language is what we can grasp with language, 
the unknown is at the boundary of language. 
It is what separates this time and some other 
time, it is between now and what happens in 
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Venice, in the future. That is the unknown. 
Will people get it? Well, as I said I’m 
looking for an audience...

AK: Your work, I think, illustrates the idea 
of art not as communication, not as conveying 
a message, but as conversation. The real 
message is what can be said about the images 
or the film. I don’t see this as a deficiency
in your work. I don’t see your work as images 
that can’t stand on their own, that no one 
will get it if they just look at the pictures 
or the films. I understand that you go into
each project as if it were a conversational 
venture. You converse with the visual 
material, with the underlying narratives, and 
the work becomes one statement in an ongoing 
conversation.
JK: I think that is very precise. I find myself
very much engaged, even when I’m ‘only’ 
photographing, in a conversation with the 
place and the narrative behind it. I think 
visual art has never stood alone. It has 
always used words. Especially within the genre 
of allegory, where words have always been 
used to ensure that the viewers are properly 
directed, that the audience stays on message.
AK: So you would also argue that it is not a 
deficiency if your work needs explaining?
JK: I don’t know if my work needs explaining 
in the strict sense, but it needs a context. 
All artworks do. I think the only artworks 
that don’t need explaining are those that 
rely on a parameter that is very well known. 
If, for instance, you went to an exhibition 
in 1950 you would be quite sure about the 
premises for most of the works. They would be, 
basically: abstract/non-abstract, composed/
spontaneous. And the categories: painting, 
sculpture, drawing. But if you go to a show 

now you will have to adjust to the work each 
time. You need to find the manual for the show,
and sometimes it does need a manual and I 
don’t see anything bad about that. I think it 
is refreshing that it is still possible in 
today’s world, which in many ways is getting 
smaller, to make work that distinguishes 
itself on so many levels.
AK: Your strategy is to produce work that 
would be intriguing to your prospective 
audience, to the people you want to have 
a conversation with. That is perhaps how 
your message could be summarised: you are 
interested in intriguing the people with whom 
you want this conversation. 
JK: I think the questions and the answers 
are all in the work. That, anyway, is what I 
hope. I don’t think the texts that I write are 
explanatory, really. Usually my work is shown 
with a short text, but it is just a little 
manual that provides the basic facts.
AK: In order to intrigue the viewers or for 
them to engage in the story or the content of 
your work, the least you can do is to make 
people aware of the tip-of-the-iceberg quality 
of your work. The image you present is always 
the top of an iceberg of information and 
fascination. There is always a background. 
Your photographs, for instance, are very 
rarely just about taking a picture.
JK: You know how nothing in the world is more 
boring than participating in a game when you 
don’t know the rules. What I try to do is to 
sketch out the basic rules for my work. This 
can be done very briefly.

AK: What is more important for you: the actual 
work, the outcome of your preparations, or our 
research, your traveling? Is the ‘fieldwork’
you do perhaps at the core of your interest?
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JK: I think the research part of my work 
mainly comes out of interest in a specific
subject. But looking back my methods are 
not all the same from project to project. 
The themes may be the similar, but they may 
reappear in different disguises. For Pit 
Music, my research was just seeing a lot 
of films with musical scenes. I made little
notes every time I saw one, looking on how it 
was filmed, or how a symphony orchestra was
filmed on television. That type of research is
very different from the research going into 
the Kant work that I’m making now. The Kant 
research is more academic in style; finding out
where exactly he took his walks, which has 
proved quite difficult.
AK: Sometimes your research is process-
orientated, sometimes it is knowledge-
orientated…
JK: I hate to say this, but... My approach 
is very much through association. One thing 
leads to the next. I have become more and more 
attached to this method, which is basically a 
chain of thought, of thinking. Which leads me 
to the question whether you can think through 
art. I think you can. So perhaps that is the 
answer to the question, that my work is a way 
of thinking through art, and that every action 
that goes into it becomes part of one and the 
same process.

JK: I just wanted to touch upon one last 
thing, just to illustrate what could be 
called ‘the invisible index of things’. It is 
a work titled Darwin Place, in which I re-
photographed a place that Robert Adams had 
photographed in 1969.
AK: A suburban situation. Where is it?
JK: In Colorado Springs. When I made the 
work I had Adams’ book The New West with 

me. I found myself looking a lot. It was 
interesting.
AK: To find the right place and to take the
picture from exactly the same position…
JK: Most of the locations were hard to find
again because the environment had changed 
completely. I think what is apparent in that 
work is history or time as material. When you 
compare Adams photograph to mine, you see how 
the suburban house which is depicted is now 
obsolete. It’s too small for today’s standards 
and the house is falling apart. Trees have 
grown up in the garden and behind them you see 
the Rocky Mountains, which represent another 
time zone: geological time, prehistoric 
time. You can really grasp time as a material 
through this very simple act of comparison.
AK: As in the Andrée work, where Strindberg’s 
photographs become material for your work…
JK: The photographs become material, and time 
becomes material. That is one way to approach 
history and time: as material. And perhaps 
time always points towards the future. What 
is there to predict about the future? It 
is sitting there with all these lines, all 
these traces coming from the past. Calling 
them lines makes them seem very linear. But I 
don’t see them that way. They seem to have all 
kinds of influences, they come together from
all sides. You try to see where they lead to 
and that is of course predicting the future. 
I think that is what Walter Benjamin meant 
with his ‘Prophetic Corner’, the profetischer 
Winkel that he discovered in the Berlin 
Zoo: that he would be able to trace all the 
historic lines he could see at a certain 
place, trying to follow them through, and this 
would be a way to predict some future events. 
That is why he called those who went to 
clairvoyants to find out about the future lazy,
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because for him predicting was about looking 
back, about gathering information from the 
past and making that information potential, 
making it continue... In that sense, the 
future is also about a certain momentum that 
you want to affect.
AK: Just to conclude, Message from Andrée 
provides a kind of future…
JK: I think Message from Andrée is very 
much about having set this thing in motion 
and seeing it just run and run. That is the 
message from Andrée: a ghost from a certain 
moment that may lead us somewhere. I found it 
really interesting to approach these questions 
and to look at history not as a affirmative
past, but as a potential future. Perhaps that 
is the message: the message is a potentiality 
of the future and contains a potential for the 
future.

The conversation took place in Copenhagen on 
19 March 2005. The recording was transcribed 
by Raluca Voinea and edited by Anders Kreuger 
and Joachim Koester.

From: “raimundas m” <raimay@hotmail.com>  Add 
to Address Book 
To: “’Sofia Hernandez’” <sofia@artingeneral.
org>, “’alexis vaillant’” <toasting@free.fr>, 
“’alexis vaillant’” <ultimiere@yahoo.com> 
CC: “’Catherine Hemelryk’” 
<cassitahemelryk@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Lazy Clairvoyants and Future 
Audiences 
Date: Wed, 6 Jul 2005 19:39:00 +0300 

    

thanks sofia, just saw anders kreuger yesterday
in the supermarket in
vilnius. joachim was keen on writing about the 
house when we talked in
venice.

 thanks a lot for the draft of the 
pressrelease, i like the format and
the structure a lot and am working to add some 
extra density now. 

“All understanding, as Lacan liked to say, is 
premised on the
possibility of misunderstanding, no doubt a 
recipe for neurotic
second-guessing and potential conflict, but the
alternative is
immeasurably worse: the transparency of 
thought is the very hallmark of
madness.” (from aaron schuster’s text for our 
publication)
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Thisisnotparis 
directions for use and improper use of dress 
 
projects/C.5 BLACK/imaginary dictionary
 

BLACK/ black – old English; blæc ‘black’ from 
blak- blakkr ‘dark’, blaken ‘to burn’, ‘to 
blaze, glow, burn’. The main old English word 
for ‘black’ was sweart. It is often doubtful 
whether blac, blak, blake, means ‘black, 
dark,’ or ‘pale, colourless.
Black: The achromatic colour value of minimum 
lightness or maximum darkness; the colour 
of objects that absorb nearly all light of 
all visible wavelengths; Although strictly a 
response to zero stimulation of the retina, 
the perception of black appears to depend on 
contrast with surrounding colour stimuli. 

Ablanc

The first black in line that starts to bow
in the direction of whites. For purist this 
is a kind of filthy black. This black is not
suitable for primal occasions. Although it 
is recognisable as a black it tends to have 
‘poor’, ‘un-worthy’ and ‘impure’ look. This is 
a very democratic black for daily use.  
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Caviar

A very decadent but gloomy kind of black. A 
black that one imagines deep and shiny, but 
at a second look it shows like your best suit, 
once bought for the special occasion of your 
graduate party, not worn out, still new, but 
fallen from grace. From another decade. Sad 
because it’s uselessness.

Neverwornblack

Neverwornblack is the magical state of black 
that will be gone after the first washing. A
virginal kind of deep and shiny black.
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Noir-de-vin

Characteristic colour that is known well 
by unrestrained late night wine drinkers 
(especially with French Bordeaux or sauvignon 
wine). It manifests itself in the corners of 
the mouth and on the tongue.

Noir-de-Hamlet

(Or Shakespearian black as worn by Hamlet)

“Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother,
Nor customary suits of solemn black...
That can denote me truly..
...I have that within that passeth show..
These but the trappings and the suits of woe.” 

“I am myself indifferent honest, but yet 
I could accuse me of such a thing that it were 
better my mother has not borne me. 
I am very proud revengeful, ambitious,
with more effect on my back than I have 
thoughts to put them in, imagination to give 
them shape, or time to act them in.
What should such fellows as I do crawling 
between earth and heaven? We are arrant knaves 
all, believe non of us.”
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Noiroir

An invisible black. A colour like a mirror. 
Worn because of an abdication of choice. A 
chameleonic black; don’t see me! I efface 
myself.

Super black

(Or ultra-black)

The blackest black ever. Very beautiful velvet 
like black that is very difficult to focus on
because of its depth. It reflects 10 to 20
times less light then normal black and is 
developed by the scientist Richard Brown by 
using many different etching processes and a 
nitric acid bath that forms a kind of cratered 
moon landscape on the surface of materials. A 
black hallucination; fragile, immaterial and 
not yet available for black-fashion-addicts. 
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Tarantino-noir

Mr Pink:
Why can’t we pick out our own colour?
Joe:
I tried that once, it doesn’t work. You get 
four guys fighting who’s gonna be Mr Black.

(Quentin Tarantino, Reservoir Dogs)

Zorroïde

Named after Zorro. Le zorroïde is a deep and 
brilliant black. High-spirited and hot/quick-
tempered. A black that reflects the moon when
the justifier leaves the night in a tornado.
Worn from tip till too by timid machos with 
wild dreams.
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This dictionary is a supplement to the Black 
faded/ re-done collection. Old pale and faded 
black sweaters and shirts with a variety of 
publicity, holiday destinies and sport-club 
graphics were equipped with a dark black 
print. This makes it possible to temporarily 
present the clothes as new again and become a 
fresh and new but censored collection.

Black faded/ re-done is part of a set of 
treatments. A try out for new ways of 
producing in which the designing process 
is not material but a set of additions and 
treatments. To see the tryout collection of 
Black faded/ re-done sweaters and shirts or 
to add a new black colour to the dictionary 
see the website (thisisnotparis/ projects/ 
treatments/ C.5. BLACK). 

©THISISNOTPARIS 2005
http://www.thisisnotparis.com
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Never Seen Or Done Before
A conversation between Mario Garcia Torres and 
Raimundas Malašauskas
 
Brussels, January 17 — In 1969 Robert Barry 
realised a work entitled A Work Submitted to 
Projects Class, Nova Scotia College of Art 
and Design. Barry instructed the students to 
conceive a work which would exist ‘as long as 
the idea remains in the confines of the group.
If just one student unknown to anyone else 
and at any time, informs someone outside the 
group the piece will cease to exist’. This 
work recalls a recent series of works by Mario 
Garcia Torres; the Never-To-Be-Seen series. 
It seems that both artists are dealing with 
exactly the same issues. What is interesting 
is the fact that Mario Garcia Torres didn’t 
know about the existence of Barry’s work. This 
fact and the publication of a text by Maxine 
Kopsa (“The Why Nudged Between Two Tellings”, 
first published in Metropolis M No. 4, 2004) 
on re-enactment led to a show, organised 
in collaboration with Garcia Torres, about 
repetition, originality, uniqueness and re-
enactment, including works by 10 artists. The 
title of the show, Today is Just a Copy of 
Yesterday, comes from a work by Jonathan Monk. 
What follows is a conversation between Garcia 
Torres and the Lithuanian curator Raimundas 
Malasauškas.
Mario Garcia Torres: It’s interesting that 
Jan relates the re-enactment issue to the 
previously-done phenomenon as that also 
raises the question about how a work of art 
is perceived once it accesses the artistic 
circuit and how originality still plays 
an important role in the art system. You 
are right, I wasn’t aware of Barry’s piece 
when I started the never-seen projects and 

actually, when Jan first proposed to think
about re-enactment for a show, I initially 
thought about it in the most literal way, the 
restaging of a particular fact in history. 
Although I wasn’t thinking about repeating 
Barry’s strategies, I think the Never-To-Be-
Seen works are very related to and very much 
indebted to his work. Not only to the one 
submitted to Askevoldt’s Project Class but to 
most of his practice, to the idea that the 
artist does not need to see or experience the 
actual work, but needs only to know of its 
existence. The most interesting part of this 
kind of coincidental actions — if we are to 
perceive them as coincidences — lies in the 
fact that the same action could trigger very 
different meanings when inserted in different 
contexts — both place and time. Barry set-
up a way of understanding the work of art 
and, in that sense, A Work Submitted… became 
fundamental for my artistic practice. The 
Never-To-Be-Seen works are more interested in 
the implications that those very strategies 
might unveil within a new artistic scenario, 
as for example how the art world as a whole 
would assume the responsibility of keeping 
the piece alive. In Barry’s work, the 
students were/are in charge of maintaining 
its existence, whereas my works make a larger 
circuit — the museums, galleries and even the 
public — responsible for it.
Raimundas Malašauskas: I was wondering 
what happens if we shift our focus to the 
operations of a detective trying to unravel 
a crime. A detective, according to a great 
book by John T. Irvin on Poe and Borges (who 
doubled series of fairy tales by Poe not only 
in terms of structure and the subject, but 
also temporally, i.e. exactly one hundred 
years later), always tries to double the 
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working of someone’s mind and then to make a 
step ahead in order to prevent a crime. So 
in the case of deliberate re-enactment or 
repetition I am tempted to think about this 
‘one or two steps ahead’, which means that 
there’s a retrospective attempt to speculate 
about various possibilities and scenarios that 
could have happened if there were different 
political or cultural circumstances as well 
as seeing how the same act could affect the 
current circumstances (recently Jeanine 
Oleson, NYC artist, did a re-enactment of 
Joseph Beuys’ I Love America and America 
Loves Me communicating with rats instead of 
the coyote). I don’t know if that’s true, 
but there’s always a certain game of truth 
involved too, no?
In the case of almost-coincidence of yours and 
Robert Barry’s piece I think it’s impossible 
to think of an original piece anyway. Does 
the fact that it happened after means that 
it happened ‘after’? And on the contrary, I 
think it also happens that repetitions tend 
to coincide with something other than the 
event they try to represent, no? We call 
those things coincidences, but it’s just our 
way to articulate something we don’t fully 
understand. So to address this notion of 
contingency is a self-reflective task, I think.
Pierre Bismuth was playing with it in Waiting 
for Coincidence, a video-projection showing a 
juxtaposition of two different TV channels at 
the same time.
MGT: Yes, I would agree, coincidences are 
ways of articulating something we don’t fully 
understand, but this leads us back to Jan’s 
first inquiry: why do things repeat in time.
As you say, maybe we should not be thinking 
about time, about what came first, but about
repetition.

In this matter, the first person that comes to
my mind is Daniel Buren. One might say that 
he has done the same work again and again 
throughout his career. His activity does not 
merely rely on painting colour stripes but 
in initiating its meaning in very different 
forms. (“My main activity is tied to the 
ambition of making visible the ‘not-yet-seen’” 
D. Buren, 1981). He has made us understand how 
things work by repeating the same strategy 
again and again.
Maybe Buren’s strategy is closely related 
to the detective’s procedures; repeating an 
action to make things visible. There are a few 
works in the show that we should talk about 
like Joachim Koester’s photographs, Darwin 
Place. He re-shot the same picture that Robert 
Adams had done in Colorado Springs in 1969. 
By repeating the same action thirty years 
later, Koester’s work may reveal the changes 
that have occurred in that location but which 
remain unnoticed in the everyday.
It’s funny you mentioned the detective thing; 
actually the first time I saw the word re-
enactment was in crime documentaries — it was 
blinking on the TV.
RM: I think I started to think about re-
enactment in a more repetitive way after an 
encounter with the work of Eran Schaerf, whose 
work was incorporating the culture of the 
so-called hobbyists (a term I came across in 
the text of Maxine Kopsa on re-culture.) It 
seemed a good way to reveal the mechanisms of 
the production of history — so indeed to make 
things visible. But what happens when you make 
visible something that has never existed and 
say it’s a re-creation of a past? We have fun, 
no? Imagine having photographs of a party that 
Truman Capote held in 1966 at Plaza in NYC 
and printing them in Wallpaper* magazine in 
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2004 saying that it’s a re-enactment (actually 
Wallpaper* magazine organised the re-enactment 
in London last year for real)? Wasn’t it in a 
certain way one of the issues that Argentinean 
Media Art Manifesto addressed in the 70s? They 
said that you don’t need to make an actual 
performance; a photograph with a caption is 
enough to make it into a performance. Mario, 
what happens if someone re-issues a series 
of your works from 1999 that you have never 
seen or heard of (and when you say that 
they say that it’s something that you have 
thought about.) I love this zone of repetition 
where the whole set of issues connected with 
copyright and intellectual property gets 
involved.
Thinking in this direction (and it’s a 
direction of a labyrinth of course since a 
repetition always build’s up a labyrinth 
instead of line of succession, no?) I suddenly 
found myself in the realm of economy nowadays 
where competition and collaboration goes hand 
in hand, so in a way I can see re-enactment 
as a way of merging social capitals. But 
perhaps the most important moment to me is 
the fact that repetition basically functions 
as a producer of change and thus difference 
as what is re-created never coincides with 
what it intends to represent. And when it 
coincides with something else than intended it 
makes one think of Slavoj Zizek’s proposition 
that identity of something is always outside 
of itself. So at the end the re-enactment or 
repetition is simply a sort of creative way of 
co-producing reality, no?
MGT: It seems to me that there is a reason 
to think that we try to fool ourselves about 
understanding re-enactment as a precise 
repetition, although at the end we all know 
that the impossibility of a pure repetition 

still constitutes some kind of production of 
knowledge. Gus van Sant’s Psycho was widely 
criticised; the argument was that there was 
no point in doing a take-by-take copy of the 
original Hitchcock version. But to me the most 
fascinating part of it all is to see precisely 
the rhetoric of failure put into action by van 
Sant. On the surface we are copying, remaking, 
re-enacting but actually the works, others and 
ours, are only being redistributed — recycled 
— for very different purposes.
I guess I would love to see the chain reaction 
you mention about a work of mine that I have 
never seen — or heard of. It would become 
some sort of repl(a)y. What could be difficult
then is to recognise one’s own thought. Would 
you then consider similar works of art made 
simultaneously in different latitudes a re-
enactment?
In that Borgesian thinking we could try to 
figure out what Barry knew on June 15, 1969 at
13:36 when he made the piece All The Things 
I Know But of Which I Am Not at The Moment 
Thinking.
RM: This piece of Barry’s to me stands as 
one of the most monumental concepts in art. 
When are you able to recognise that you know 
something? What constitutes this knowing? 
How many things do you never think about 
even if they are stored in your mind? So 
all these cognitive questions arise when I 
think about this piece, however the truth 
could be much more simple. I remember when I 
asked Barry what was in a telepathic message 
that he sent in 1969 that was ‘neither word 
nor image’, he said ‘nothing complicated, a 
sense of difficulty to express something’. It
is interesting to think about this difficulty
in relation to the rhetoric of failure you 
mention, no?
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Going back to the piece of yours ‘that you’ve 
never seen or thought about’ I would say that 
you have to double the working of the mind of 
a person trying to replicate the working of 
your mind and thus create a piece of yours 
that retains the logic of your thinking, but 
is not yours. But why is it not yours? I 
think as soon as you think about something it 
becomes yours. And maybe this is what Barry 
was thinking about: when does something become 
yours? When another person becomes (a part 
of) yours and vice versa? What are the limits 
of an ongoing transpersonal experiment? Or 
maybe he was thinking about piracy as a way to 
liberalise copyright laws? Do you know?
MGT: It’s interesting that you mention this. 
I got this letter on the mail yesterday. It 
was from Konrad Wendt — one of the seven 
students that took Askevoldt’s Project Class 
in 1969. He is got very interesting thoughts 
about Barry’s piece. He said for him it has 
become less about group loyalty and more 
about (collective) memory. He comes up with 
a couple of questions that might be answered 
differently by the rest of the group: Are you 
absolutely sure about the date of the piece? 
Are you sure about who was actually involved? 
The fact has become something else, regardless 
of their actual idea.
That could also be related to what you are 
saying about the Never-To-Be-Seen. Normally 
when I mention it, the immediate response is 
to try to figure out what the work could be,
somehow informed, I guess, by what people know 
about my work and something of their own. I 
don’t know, maybe the students then also tried 
to match their own common idea with what they 
knew about Barry’s work at the time… Wendt 
would of course only be assured that he hasn’t 
told anyone about it.

This text was first published in the Jan Mot
Gallery Newspaper No. 45, January 2005.
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Lou Ferrigno

Hulk ( Movie ), The King Of Queens, Black 
Scorpion, The Incredible Hulk ( TV Show) Pumping 
Iron, Hercules, G vs. E, Conan (TV Show), Winner 

Of The Mr. Universe Title For 1973 and 1974

Availability Status:  Live Calls and Video Greeting 
Cards
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The Barbi Twins

World’s Top Selling Calender, Pin Up and Cover 
Girls, Spokeswomen and Authors of “Dying To Be 

Healthy”

Availability Status:  Unavailable Today

Joseph Gannascoli

Celebrity Fit Club, The Sopranos ( Plays Vito 
Spatafore, One Of Tony Sopranos Top Killers ), 

Mickey Blue Eyes, Ed Wood, Money for Nothing, 
Submission, 976-WISH, On The Run, The Kings Of 

Brooklyn, The Howard Stern Show

Availability Status:  Live Calls
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Christopher Atkins

The Blue Lagoon, Suddenly Susan, Dallas, The 
Pirate Movie

Availability Status:  Live Calls and Video Greeting 
Cards

Tony Todd

Candyman, Gravedigger ( Dave Matthew’s Smash 
Video), Final Destination 2, Star Trek, The Rock, X-
Files, Babylon 5, Wishmaster, Beastmaster III, The 

Crow, Night of the Living Dead, Colors, Platoon, 
C.S.I.: Miami, Boston Public, NYPD Blue, Law & 

Order

Availability Status:  Live Calls
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Katie King: The London Circle

61 Lamb’s Conduit Street, London WC1 N3
20 Mornington Street, Camden Town, London NW1 7
6 Bruce Villas, Eleanor Road, London Hackney 
E81

If you want to do a tour of the sights you 
can do it in half a day. Start at Lamb’s 
Conduit Street, walk to Goodge Street tube 
station (15 mins) take the Northern Line to 
Mornington Crescent and walk to Mornington 
Street (5 mins) the walk to Camden Road 
overground station (20 mins) and take the 
train East to Hackney Central and walk to 
Eleanor Road (15 mins). Or the other way
round!
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Olivia Plender in conversation with British 
Sociologist Dr John Wallis, who is currently 
undertaking a study of British Spiritualism. 

Olivia Plender: So, where are you based?

John Wallis: Chesterfield

OP: And why Spiritualism?

JW: There hasn’t been a sociological study of 
Spiritualism for years. I began this project 
in May, interviewing mediums, observing 
demonstrations [of mediumship] and so on…

OP: What are the parameters of your study? 
As a sociologist I presume it’s very 
different from how a psychologist or even a 
parapsychologist would look at Spiritualism?

JW: A parapsychologist would look at the 
phenomena — messages [from the ‘dead’] and 
table rapping for example — and try to prove 
or disprove it. A psychologist would look at 
it in terms of mental processes/cognitive 
patterns — for example: how mediums use 
language — or examine it as a kind of mental 
trick, as a form of persuasion. Sociologically 
all I can really do is look at the group 
dynamics — it’s based on empiricism, so I’m 
looking at what’s actually there — and the 
history. How Spiritualism emerged within a 
kind of historical and social setting and 
what led to the demise or falling off of 
Spiritualism over time.

OP: Do you think it has fallen off?

JW: If you look at the statistics then 
Spiritualism has been in decline since the 
1930s.

OP: Right, since the war.

JW: Yes, but the problem is that the 
statistics we have are from the SNU (the 
Spiritualists National Union).

OP: So they are not necessarily reliable?

JW: That’s the problem. Not all Spiritualists 
are SNU members and I’ve found that what we 
see in public is only the surface. There 
are a lot of circles that take place behind 
closed doors and I think that we have to 
rely on statistics too much when it comes to 
religious belief. In many ways what people 
claim to believe statistically doesn’t match 
up with the reality. For example, in the past 
when people were asked, “Are you Christian?” 
they said yes, not because they had any kind 
of Christian beliefs as such, but because 
for them ‘Christian’ meant ‘upstanding’. If 
you look at the statistics now there’s a 
huge kind of mishmash that people believe 
in, in an afterlife and reincarnation. They 
believe in God but it’s a fluffy god, not the
God of the Old Testament. So the statistics 
are interesting, 75% of the population holds 
some sort of religious belief, but it’s not 
something that we can quantify.

OP: I would like to ask you a bit about your 
methods… 

JW: Really there are three things I’m doing 
at the moment. The first is participant
observation, I go along to a centre in 
Chesterfield in order to participate and
observe and I sit in an open circle. The 
second is that I have set of interview 
questions that I ask mediums. The third is 
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that I subscribe to the Psychic News [the 
Spiritualist newspaper] — what I try to do 
there is a qualitative content analysis of it. 
By simply looking at 8 or 9 issues you can see 
themes emerging. Some themes recur a lot, for 
example when that Mel Gibson film came out [The 
Passion of the Christ] there were a lot of 
articles in Psychic News containing a sort of 
critique of Christianity — how ‘we’ don’t want 
to be churchified.

OP: But they do sing hymns in the Spiritualist 
service. To an outsider going it does seem to 
follow the pattern of a traditional Christian 
church service.

JW: Christian Spiritualists mirror the 
Christian service exactly and they will talk 
about hymns. SNU churches will collect in 
the same kind of structure you’d expect in a 
church service but they talk about ‘songs’ 
instead of ‘hymns’. It’s all about use of 
language, instead of talking about ‘readings’ 
they talk about ‘reading’ something. There’s 
an SNU approved Christmas ‘song book’ for 
which someone must have gone through all the 
hymns, the carols and ditched any lines that 
relate to Christianity or Jesus and replaced 
them with the word spirits — i.e. “God Bless 
Ye Merry Spirits”. It’s really Orwellian. 

OP: When you approach the churches, are they 
completely happy to speak to you, or has there 
been hostility to your presence?

JW: In my last project I worked with the 
Christian Spiritualist church in Sheffield and
they were very unaccommodating. They said, 
“Well you have to sit at the back, behind a 
pillar where nobody can see you”. However, the 

church in the centre in Chesterfield let me put
my Dictaphone on the platform so that I could 
record the messages.

OP: There is an idea that Spiritualism is 
predominantly a Northern working class church, 
to what extent do you think that’s true?

JW: Well, Jeffery Nelson in his books argues 
that Spiritualism is an urban religion. What’s 
interesting about Spiritualism is that when 
it came across to Britain it didn’t start in 
London. It began in Keighley, Yorkshire, and 
then spread to Nottingham. It was only later 
that it became popular in London, where it 
became ‘psychical research’ unlike the north 
where, as far as I’m aware, it became far more 
religious and linked to popular protest. 

OP: How do people go about constructing an 
identity as a medium?

JW: I’m still looking at that in my interviews 
but it’s a problem because we retrospectively 
create identity. What people say is that as 
a child they either had very overt brutal 
experiences, for example someone dying who 
they later saw, or that they felt that they 
were unusually sensitive. Most people fall 
into Spiritualism when something traumatic 
happens, i.e. a bereavement or an illness. 
Mediumship is a way for them to make sense of 
their experience.

OP: So, instead of people working 
systematically to develop their mediumship, 
the phenomena comes first?

JW: Yes.
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OP: There is a lot of encouragement from the 
platform for people to go off and develop 
their mediumship — a lot of people who are 
told, ‘oh you’ve always been sensitive haven’t 
you. You have a gift you should develop this’. 
It’s not difficult for a person on the floor to
become the person on the platform.

JW: It’s not difficult at all. It’s not what
we used to call in sociology the religious 
virtuoso, the priest who’s there, who’s the 
qualified person and then the plebs in the
ranks. In Spiritualism you can progress up 
and become the medium. But again the older 
Spiritualists that I’ve interviewed don’t 
like the way that someone can go along to a 
development circle and within a couple of 
years they’re on the platform. What they say 
is that “in our day you’d sit in the close 
circle for fifteen years before going on the
platform and you got a better quality of 
mediumship”. It’s very colloquial evidence, 
but they believe that TV and the speed of 
modern life has ruined mediumship. They argue 
that in the past you didn’t have all this 
entertainment and there was a slow speed of 
life, so people didn’t mind sitting for fifteen
years in a circle whereas now people go away 
on a weekend course and come back thinking ‘I 
can go on the platform now’. People want it 
to be instantaneous. The older mediums say 
that the new mediums aren’t as good because 
they haven’t trained as long, and that’s why 
you don’t get the phenomena that you used to 
have, the ectoplasm and so on. Ectoplasm takes 
time, transfiguration mediumship takes time and
if people can’t transfigure over the weekend
they’re not interested.

OP: It’s interesting that the older generation 
do place that emphasis on training, rather 
than saying that a medium has an inherent gift 
and can immediately jump onto the platform and 
start communicating with spirits.

JW: A lot of the older ones are ‘natural’ 
mediums; they are mediums that believe that 
they were born with a gift. Theoretically 
that should mean that they can jump up on the 
platform from birth, but they still have this 
idea of training and development.

OP: I’m wondering how much if differs from 
what a priest does, or a psychologist even, 
because mediums are talking to people about 
their emotional experiences and sometimes it 
could bring up a heavy emotional problem?

JW: Some of the people that I’ve interviewed 
think that medium’s need really good inter 
— personal or counselling skills. When you 
compare their situation with that of a priest, 
mediums are in a very dubious position 
because, in a sense, they are religious 
virtuosos — if you’re in the congregation then 
the medium is professing some sort of skill. 
But the thing about their position, their 
role, is that they are intermediaries, they 
are the mouthpiece of the spirit. 

OP: So they have a strange sort of active/
passive role.

JW: Definitely, yes.

OP: When did materialisation mediums and 
ectoplasm begin to disappear? 
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JW: After Helen Duncan it really died out, 
and looking at her pictures now, and even 
the early spirit photographs, it’s very easy 
to be cynical. One argument would be that 
we became less credulous in the 1960s. The 
other would be that after the 1960s people 
didn’t want to take the time to develop their 
mediumship therefore when that generation 
of physical mediums died out, they weren’t 
replaced. Behind closed doors you still get 
physical mediums but not a lot of ectoplasm. 
It’s not as popular, or it’s not as present, 
as mental mediumship. I think the history 
of Spiritualism goes in waves — the first
one was obviously table rapping, then you 
had trance messages, then ectoplasm, then 
mental mediumship and more recently trance 
messages have begun to come back again. 
Spiritualists say that the medium chooses 
which way to communicate at different times. 
But historically you can see how different 
forms of mediumship or Spiritualism would be 
popular. So for example table rapping wouldn’t 
work as well now, as it takes ages and isn’t 
particularly interesting to watch. And because 
mental mediumship has now passed its ‘sell by 
date’ trance mediumship has become the thing 
to see.

OP: What is trance mediumship?

JW: It’s when a group goes into a trance, and 
start speaking in the voice and using the 
mannerisms, the postures of the person who’s 
trying to communicate. For example if it’s 
a native American spirit then you get the 
medium, an old lady for example, taking on the 
posture and the voice of a native American. 
Often it’s very canny, and it’s very easy to 
pick holes in it. But to go back to what you 

said about active/passive, there is a kind 
of tension within mediumship and Spiritualism 
because some people don’t like the loss of 
control within trance mediumship. In mental 
mediumship the medium is in control.

OP: I thought of that the phenomena of 
speaking with the voice of the dead person was 
part of material mediumship, and therefore 
part of the past and now hidden?

JW: The Fox sisters are credited with being 
the first Spiritualists, they were doing a
brisk trade with table wrapping but all of a 
sudden trans-mediumship took off and very much 
side-lined them. The methods they were using 
were slow and you couldn’t really get a lot 
of information through. Whereas the trans-
mediums would, for example, get a 14 year old 
girl on the platform, put her in a trance and 
get her to talk about developments in radio 
technology or the telegraph for an hour. Then 
the people in the audience would say, “this is 
convincing”. The Fox sisters couldn’t compete 
with that. They then had their recantation 
period, where they said they’d made it all 
up. But really they were sidelined because 
they couldn’t keep up with developments in 
mediumship.

OP: One thing I’ve noticed is that you get 
an awful lot of Native American spirit 
guides. And I wondered whether that was due 
to the fact that Spiritualism originated in 
New York State, USA, and was part of the 
romanticisation of the American West by urban 
New Yorkers?

JW: It could be that, or it could be related 
to the idea of the noble savage. So it could 
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be this idea of romanticising the west, 
romanticising the frontier, or it could be 
a kind of guilt coming through about what 
happened to the Native Americans. Then there’s 
the idea of the exotic other and Native 
Americans maybe represent that. 

OP: …especially to a medium in Blackpool.

Are you going to try and go into other kinds 
of Spiritualist environments, such as clubs 
and pubs?

JW: I’ve only ever attended one public 
demonstration in a hotel, and it was a totally 
different dynamic to churches or centres. 
It was very uncomfortable because although 
some people were interested in mediumship and 
Spiritualism, a significant amount of people
there were there as a night out — a laugh. 

OP: There is something quite ‘end of the pier’ 
about the Spiritualist church. The mediums 
seem very extrovert and the songs often sound 
like musical tunes. At the Church of the 
Spirit in Dundee we were singing a hymn which 
had the tune of Edelweiss, from the Sounds of 
Music, but lyrics about ‘touching the golden 
chord that links the two worlds’.

JW: The centre that I go to has things like 
R. Kelly, ‘I can fly’, and twice they’ve done
Stevie Wonder’s ‘I just called to say I love 
you’. It’s really awful. Imagine the Stevie 
Wonder song with a kind of dirge singing along 
with it. Then when he’s doing the ‘ooh ahh 
ahh’ bits, the scale bits, the congregation 
are trying to do that too. So you have ‘of my 
heaaaaarrrrt’ [performs example of out of tune 
singing]. 

OP: The centres I’ve been to have quite good 
quality singing. I went to one in a place 
called Psychological Hall in Barrow in Furnace 
(on the edge of the Lake District) and the 
audience all had incredible voices, therefore 
I assumed that was part of the Spiritualist 
church experience.

Another thing I’m curious about is the image 
of the other world within Spiritualism, as 
it’s exactly like this world only better as 
there’s no illness. In addition to which 
people don’t die, they ‘pass’.  

JW: It’s very easy to say, ‘yes the wife has 
passed over and she’s going to be reunited 
with her husband’. But what if she’s married 
and divorced four times, which husband does 
she go to, does the husband really want his 
new wife and his ex-wife in spirit with him. 
A wife may have cut up all her husband’s 
clothes in this life, but in the other world 
she doesn’t really mind him. Everything’s 
forgiven. According to some people this is 
one of the things that heralded the death of 
Spiritualism — the image of the afterworld was 
so twee. Spirits gardening and sitting out on 
the lawn on hot days.

OP: It’s as if we go and live in a nice 1950s 
suburb when we die. 

JW: …which is so easy to parody. Maybe that 
kind of twee image of the other world was 
a response to the First World War. When, 
perhaps, the bereaved wanted mediums to say 
that death is just like this life, as that 
helps you to think that there is still a 
connection. Again it was part of the appeal 
of Spiritualism that the ‘other world’ is so 
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homely. One thing that Brett Carol talks about 
in his book on Spiritualism, is that the other 
world that the antebellum Americans visualised 
was a mirror image of the world that they 
lived in. You could die and then go to the 
other world and progress through the spheres, 
in the same way that you could go out to the 
American west and make your fortune. It was 
democratic but there was deference — if you 
were in sphere three you’d have deference from 
those below you, and you’d show deference to 
those above. 

OP: The idea of the other world mirroring 
the journey west is interesting as there’s 
something within Spiritualism that’s very 
individualistic, in a way that the traditional 
church isn’t. It’s about developing as an 
individual and being successful. There’s a lot 
of positive affirmation, for example a medium
might say, “you’ve thought about going into 
teaching, haven’t you? We have a spirit here 
that says that. And he says ‘you should, you’d 
be good at it”. There’s a quality in it that 
is similar to self-help books. 

JW: Yes. You never get a message coming 
through from someone who says, ‘you’re wasting 
your life’. It is very feel good. It is about 
self-making. But what’s interesting is that 
because Spiritualism is fundamentally very 
individualistic it creates massive problems 
for it. The history of Spiritualism is really 
a history of failed organisations and one 
of the reasons Spiritualism failed badly in 
America is because it couldn’t organise. 
However, the SNU succeeded over here to an 
extent. It seems that Spiritualism, within a 
working class culture, feeds off the self-
making. Having your own say on things and also 

didacticism — the idea you don’t need experts, 
you don’t need these people telling you what 
to do, you just go the library and read a 
couple books and you know as much as they do. 

OP: Do you get Spiritualism in European 
countries with a socialist history, such as 
Sweden, or even in Russia where they have 
a communist history, or is it largely in 
England?

JW: I’m not aware of it in Russia, but I know 
there’s a book about it in Iceland. I suppose 
Spiritualism took off mainly in the countries 
that were just becoming individualised. 
America in the 1840s was witnessing the birth 
pangs of Modernity. This something that Brett 
Carol talks about very well — society in 
America was in that transitional moment from a 
pre-modern society to what we would recognise 
as a modern society built on individualism, 
technology, science, progress and the 
beginning of a split between science and 
religion. Spiritualism was there at that time.

OP: I’d like to ask you about the relationship 
between Spiritualism and Catholicism, because 
the Spiritualist relationship with the dead 
has similarities with Catholicism, but then 
the movement itself evolved out of non-
conformist Protestantism.

JW: If we look at Catholicism and 
Protestantism in idealised hypothetical ways 
then Spiritualism belongs to Protestantism, 
because it’s about how you as an individual 
are your own guide. In a broad way Lutheranism 
or Protestantism say ‘here’s the bible, take 
it and make up your own mind, you think for 
yourself’. Spiritualism does borrow from that, 
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but Catholicism has the idea of communication 
between the living and the dead. This idea 
that you can talk to dead people who will then 
intercede for you with God, rather than it 
being a Saint it could be a dead Aunt. 

OP: So it’s got roots in both Catholicism and 
Protestantism?

JW: Yes absolutely. I recently saw a 
documentary that stated that one of the 
reasons why Spiritualism became very popular 
after the First World War, and why the Church 
of England had many problems but Catholicism 
didn’t, was because of the experience of the 
trenches. When soldiers were dying on the 
front line the Catholic chaplain could go 
over and give last rights. It was very much 
a physical ritual that people could see and 
partake in and they had a developed theology 
about what happened in the afterlife; whereas 
the only way that the Protestant clergy could 
offer comfort was to hand out cigarettes. 
Catholicism and Spiritualism did seem to 
offer something, and they weren’t obviously 
associated with the establishment, therefore 
they weren’t hit as badly by the First World 
War. 

OP: What kind of conclusions are you hoping to 
reach from your study?

JW: I’d like to look at Spiritualism 
historically, at how it emerged and developed 
in relation to modern society. The aim of the 
ethnographic side of the project is to simply 
document what Spiritualism is about now, and 
the kind of ‘life world’, or intellectual 
world that is inhabited by Spiritualists. If 
somebody claims to be a medium how do they 

work as a medium? How do they claim they 
develop as a medium, what does it means to be 
a medium, and how do they negotiate some of 
the things that being a medium brings to their 
life?
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Superdistribution

(1) Contemporary artists are in the right 
place at the right time when their private 
interests and concerns match, or even better, 
slightly anticipate, the contemporary art 
market.

(2) When this is not the case – the artist 
must either compromise their work (read: 
readjust) or face attention death.

(3) My old example: consider the extremely 
talented limerick writer.
Unfortunately there is no real market for 
limericks in this age of ours. The best the 
worldʼs best limerick artist could hope 
for would be the chance meeting of a drunk 
small press publisher at a party and one-
off book, the royalties of which would allow 
our limerick artist to quit their day job 
and go on vacation, at least for a month or 
two before succumbing to the fact that book 
was quickly remaindered. No possibility of 
reprints. Forget global distribution.

(4) Contrast this scenario to the small but 
global market of limerick lovers who are 
willing to pay a couple of cents to have a 
fresh limerick from our limerick artist added 
to their daily news feed.

(5) Thus superdistribution of art products 
happens when (a) net access is universal; (b) 
the art object can easily be found or brought 
to the attention of the ʻreceiverʼ and (c) 
distributed at (near) zero cost.

(6) Moral: with superdistribution the artist 
can concentrate on developing their own 
interests and concerns independent of exterior 
trends.
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Notes on Money (Painting)

I’ve made some money, I’ve made a few 
paintings, and I think I’m qualified to say
something about it: they are both abstract. 
Like money, art takes on value, loses it 
again, circulates, is reproduced, is something 
we ‘make’ (or fake), it comes between me and 
you, and it changes us. Lately I’ve been 
making money paintings.

Marx said that money is a ‘real abstraction’. 
Also, it has a ‘look’ (not pretty or ugly, 
exactly), although it’s not something you 
really look at. But how like a painting a 100 
Euro note is, when I think of it. For example: 
Where does its value come from? Why does it 
move me so? Does it really exist? And did I 
really make it? Mostly, though, painting and 
money interest me for two reasons: each other. 

They say that money makes money and we know 
that it also makes art — or at least has an 
influence on its making. The more money there
is, the more art shows up (and the more it 
looks like art). My money paintings are not 
cash, they are sensations. They are expensive 
in every sense. I put everything into them. 
I really wasted myself. Now they are for the 
eyes, to be spent in a glance.

Sometimes I imagine something like an 
invisible, blacker than black market — 
something more like an anti-market. When 
the official market crashes you will finally
be able to see these paintings as if for 
the first time. Only then will eyes open to
receive uncountable sums just by looking or 
will they encounter total bankruptcy.  For 
now, these are ambiguous and deviant notes, 
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aesthetic cash, beautiful dollars.  They are 
also counterfeits, forgeries, standing in for 
painting-painting. In this world, painting is 
work like any work. In the anonymous backroom, 
people are the money. They don’t represent 
values, they literally embody and produce 
them. They move each other like money. In the 
backroom, images have no meaning other than 
themselves.  

We found some very strange money that was used 
inside camps for displaced persons. A person 
displaced from Lithuania to Germany at the end 
of WWII had a special displaced money to spend 
— not Lithuanian or German but these temporary 
UNRRA notes that only had value on the inside 
(where nobody belonged). They were designed, 
made and spent inside the camp. Who knows what 
else was displaced as these notes circulated 
there? Did they buy socks or sex or potatoes? 
What were these things worth in a camp? What 
is the meaning of the short sentence that 
appears on the back of the five-unit note? All
we know for sure is that this is ghost money 
and it’s worthless now. 
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INTROVIEW

Rene Gabri: Before we officially begin the
interview, I thought it may be good to begin 
with some of your key research findings.
Trevor Paglen: Ok, here’s the super-condensed 
version of what my basic findings are so far:

1)The military has a whole ‘shadow’ 
infrastructure composed of what are usually 
called Special Access Programmes. Special 
Access Programmes are set up in such a 
way that their very existence is usually 
classified; they are programmes that ‘don’t
exist’. The amount of money dedicated to 
these sorts of programmes is astronomical, 
probably around $30 billion annually.
2)That these kinds of military expenditures 
do not happen in a vacuum; they entail 
producing some bizarre forms of space. 
‘black budget’ military spending is far more 
pervasive than I had ever imagined — money 
(and thereby certain forms of space) extend 
from remote ‘secret bases’ in the desert to 
downtown high-rises, and from ‘things that 
go bump in the night’ on military land to 
the most innocuous corners in the halls of 
the academia. The ‘black world’ is truly 
global. Furthermore, ‘black world’ spending 
is not an obscure ‘special case’ of 
militarism: the infrastructures dedicated 
to it and the land it occupies achieve the 
scale of cities in the first instance, and
small countries in the second.
3)The military is far more capable than I 
would have imagined at keeping secrets. To 
give you an example, I’ve been able to figure
out that between 6 and 11 still-classified
airplanes have been built in the last twenty 
years. There is almost no direct, publicly 
available evidence for the existence of a 

single one. The amount of money and people 
that you need to build a single airplane is 
absolutely enormous.
4)The socio-economic relationships and 
bureaucratic capacities developed in 
order to perform classified research,
development, procurement, and testing 
have become increasingly generalised 
throughout the state. The Department of 
the Treasury, for example, has taken on 
far more characteristics of the National 
Reconnaissance Office than vice versa.
5)The ‘black world’ of classified spending
is not only a socio-political regime, 
but an ecological one as well. With the 
introduction of strange chemicals and other 
materials to the landscape, classified
military programmes become a source of 
ecological mutation. The forms of these 
mutations are themselves classified, but
they have often meant death (this is a very 
long discussion). Like capitalism, ‘black 
world’ spending has a particular metabolic 
relationship to nature and to the land.
6)The ‘black world’ is a highly racialised 
landscape, whose reproduction presupposes 
the practical ‘non-existence’ of certain 
groups of people. In the USA itself, this 
usually means Native American communities. 
Moreover, the ‘black world’ of domestic 
militarism mirrors the ‘black worlds’ 
traditionally associated with empire: the 
American Frontier, the Belgian Congo, the 
Mekong Delta, the West Bank, and so forth.
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INTERVIEW

RG: We can start very simply with just 
asking you how you became interested in the 
Pentagon’s ‘black world’?
TP: The last major project I did was called 
Recording Carceral Landscapes, which was a 
sustained investigation of the California 
prison system. I spent a lot of time trying to 
figure out how it worked, and documenting its
various nodes. At some point while I was going 
over that material, I was looking at satellite 
photo archives. I had an idea that I might 
do a series of juxtapositions between images 
of prisons and other sites associated with 
incarceration or something.
I didn’t end up doing that, but it was very 
interesting to look at those photo archives.
This was long before Google satellite or 
anything.
It turns out that a lot of those photos were 
taken by U2 spy planes, which I thought was 
weird.
After a while, I started to notice that huge 
parts of the archives were redacted (i.e. 
‘blacked out’) or were missing altogether. 
Looking at those ‘black spaces,’ I had a kind 
of Conradian moment where I wanted to know 
what was under those marks, and in those 
‘missing’ parts of the archives. It turns out 
that a lot of weird military stuff happens in 
roughly similar places as modern prisons. Both 
kinds of places are quite remote and away from 
major population centres.
I started to realise that there was a huge 
amount of land devoted to the military, and 
that a lot of it was quite bizarre. What were 
these blank spots and airfields doing out in
the middle of nowhere? It’s kind of a cliché, 
but I got interested in this material from 
blank spots on maps.

RG: Well, there are already a lot interesting 
headings to pursue in your response, but I 
thought before we move further, it is good to 
get an idea of what you have been doing since 
the time you became interested in these blank 
spots on the map. So very simply, how does one 
go from looking at a blank spot on a map to 
actually constructing a course of activities 
or techniques for arriving at tangible 
findings. I imagine that some of your earlier
work with the prisons contributed a lot, so 
you can touch on that if indeed I am right and 
also touch on some things that were unique in 
this research.
TP: Well, this research is very much still 
in progress. It’s quite a big project, and 
I’m always trying to find additional ways to
get information. When I first started looking
into this stuff, I realised immediately that 
there was basically no academic writing 
on it, but there were other sources. Some 
journalists had looked into it, but most of 
that work was quite old. I started reading 
declassified CIA reports about spy planes and
so forth. From reading that material, I got 
a rough idea about the histories of some of 
these programmes and places. Again, this meant 
‘reading between the lines’ quite a bit — much 
of that ‘declassified’ material is hilarious
because it’s mostly blacked out. I also 
started reading trade publications for the 
defence industry — journals like Aviation Week 
and Space Technology, which publishes a lot 
of material that you can use to infer larger 
defence trends. A lot of that material can 
be wrong, but by reading it you can get some 
general outlines. On top of that, I started 
attending weird functions, like ceremonies 
honouring test pilots and so forth. This year, 
for example, marks the 50th anniversary of 
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the U2 project, so there are a lot of old-
timers having parties and so forth. You can 
go to these things and listen to people’s 
stories. There’s quite a lot to learn, but 
again, a lot of the information is indirect. 
On top of that, I started making connections 
to defence journalists, military historians, 
and sometimes people who work at these places. 
Some people will tell you stuff ‘off the 
record,’ which can be frustrating because it’s 
hard to verify a lot of what they say. Also, 
people lie or don’t have good information a 
lot of the time. That’s frustrating as well. 
At this point, I’m not really interested 
in ‘what they’re doing’ insomuch as I’m 
interesting in how these places, programmes, 
and cultures become established, sustain, 
and reproduce themselves. The project as it 
stands now is a socio-historical and epistemic 
investigation.
RG: Trevor, I see your work within a field of
artists who are taking full ownership of the 
potential to hack, to see the role of the 
artist as a hacker, others have compared this 
role to one of an amateur, and even Giorgio 
Agamben speaks of tricksters or fakes as the 
constituent whatever-singularities of his 
Coming Community. In your case, although you 
are affiliated with the Geography programme
at UC Berkeley, where do you draw the line 
between the research that is acceptable in 
the Academy and the research that may well be 
something we can refer to as unorthodox. I can 
track the last response, and at several points 
you talk about things ‘off the record’ or 
informal means of gathering information. If I 
can bring together all of the latter comments 
into a question, I would just ask how you see 
your involvement within the field of geography
and how has hacking that discipline informed 

your exploration of issues like these unmapped 
or hidden military sites?
TP: This is a big question that has haunted 
me for a long time. On one hand, I completely 
reject any disciplinary or formal boundaries 
within the work that I do, but on the other 
hand, I still think that one should be as 
responsible as one can.
RG: Yes I know, so I know whatever your 
response to this question is, we will agree 
that it is preliminary and really based on 
this day’s thoughts
TP: Being affiliated with a department like
Berkeley gives the project some legitimacy 
in certain situations. There are a lot of 
people who would probably not talk to me if 
I weren’t a ‘professional’ geographer. On 
the other hand, I also am a card-carrying 
journalist and artist. These other ‘modes’ are 
equally useful a lot of the time. One of the 
problems with this project is that there are 
a lot of people interested in the material 
who don’t really have very good analytical 
skills. There’s also all the UFO stuff and 
conspiracy stuff. I try to stay very far away 
from those things, but when you’re looking 
at this subject matter, it’s inevitable that 
you come across it. As much as I can, I try 
to bring these encounters into the larger 
story that I’m trying to tell. You also asked 
about what counts as ‘legitimate’. That’s a 
great question. I used to think that a lot of 
what I was doing was too unorthodox, and the 
stories that I was able to tell were based 
on evidence that could easily be a lie. I 
spent a lot of time worrying about that. More 
recently, I’ve come to realise that these 
sorts of problems aren’t at all specific to my
project. Historians, for example, base much 
of their arguments on evidence and stories 
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that are equally unverifiable. A good historian
will tell you that the best they can hope for 
is to tell a good, and relatively accurate 
story. All cultural production, to a certain 
extent, is a kind of myth-making. The trick is 
to do it responsibly, I think. Note that when 
I say ‘cultural production’ above, I include 
all the social sciences and humanities. For 
me, academic production is also cultural 
production. I really don’t see any distinction 
at all between my work as an artist and as a 
geographer.
RG: Well, I am actually quite interested in 
this arena that may even go beyond unorthodox 
research initiatives. Here I am thinking about 
Area 51 for example and all of the folklore 
and writing that has been done around it by 
various peripheral communities. You also spoke 
earlier of ‘myth-making’, are there times in 
your own work on this project that you have 
had to question your own views on this type of 
‘research’? Generally ‘intellectuals’ can be 
very quick to dismiss people who may believe 
in aliens, UFOs, extraterrestrial life, the 
things you have referred to ‘X-Files’ type of 
stuff. But actually, we can also look at these 
subcultures as another hacking culture. These 
individuals were hacking sciences long before 
artists found it a useful or interesting mode 
to work in. So I wonder if in your research 
you may have also had ... certain biases about 
these subcultures and if you found any of that 
‘research’ useful in your own investigation.
TP: Good question. In this material, there’s 
a constant dialectic between what we might 
call ‘the myth’ and ‘the ban’. What I mean by 
that is that there are all sorts of strange 
dynamics between the invisible, the unknown, 
and the ultra-visible and spectacular. We can 
put a lot of the stuff about UFOs and aliens 

and so forth into the first category: myth.
But at the same time, myths resonate because 
they contain certain truths. This is how 
advertising works; Barthes talks about this 
when he’s writing about mythologies. If you 
poke around the internet, you’ll find all sorts
of materials about aliens and weird things, 
and on and on. A lot of stuff about cover-
ups and conspiracies. Well, it turns out that 
there are tons of cover-ups and conspiracies. 
There are lies within lies and so forth. Tons 
of it. A lot of the ‘alien’ people fill this in
with bizarre stuff, creating myths about it. 
And it’s very hard to prove a negative — i.e. 
it’s almost impossible to ‘prove’ that the 
government, for example, DOESN’T have a bunch 
of alien bodies at Area 51. This dynamic is in 
constant tension with what we might call ‘the 
ban’. The fact of the matter is that if you 
go to Area 51, there’s a big sign that says 
‘photography prohibited’ and ‘use of deadly 
force authorised’ and so forth. If you talk to 
people who have worked on these programmes, 
there are huge silences. People simply do not 
talk about this stuff. And so I think that’s 
one of the dynamics around this material. 
Interestingly, both the ‘myth’ and the ‘ban’ 
are techniques of silence. The ban on images, 
speech, and documentation is quite literal. 
Myth functions like a kind of Marxian fetish 
— it conceals much more than it reveals, but 
is hyper-visible at the same time. Myth, 
particularly those around Area 51 and so forth 
produce exactly the kind of silence that 
you’re talking about - they render the subject 
‘illegitimate’ somehow. But if I take you to 
a mountaintop where you can see Area 51, you 
can see that the place grows and grows... it’s 
huge. And it’s most definitely there...
As to whether these kinds of ‘hacking’ 
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cultures have been helpful, the answer is 
a resounding yes. I get tons and tons of 
information from plane-spotters, scanning 
buffs, sky-watchers and other subcultures. A 
lot of the material that they have is very 
specific and without any context at all, but
on a lot of occasions someone will send me 
an email about an interesting flight they’d
tracked or something, and I can follow the 
lead and see if it goes anywhere. I get a 
tremendous amount of ‘raw material’ from these 
kinds of people, and I’ve learned a huge 
amount from them. A lot of techniques that 
a ‘serious’ UFO investigator might use, for 
example, turn out to be very helpful. A lot of 
the information-gathering techniques developed 
in these communities are highly virtuosic.
RG: Well, your response took the question 
somewhere I had not anticipated somehow, 
nevertheless, a desired locale, which is 
related to the notion of visibility and 
invisibility...
TP: I want to point out that these problems 
aren’t specific to what I’m doing. I have a
friend, an anthropologist, who is interested 
in hydropower projects in Laos. He has exactly 
the same kinds of issues. Same for the prison 
project that I did. These questions just are 
extremely exaggerated around this particular 
material. Did I misunderstand the question?
RG: No, I like your point that there are 
certain types of noise that do more to conceal 
than actually reveal. This is a phenomenon 
that we can say is programmed and in some 
cases quite intended. Ok, well we have covered 
some good ground, I am floating through my
notes and want to have a quick look over what 
we have so far, so let’s take a short break!!!
TP: Ok, cool
[we return from our break]

RG: I think we can begin by exploring the 
notion of visibility and invisibility a 
bit further. I offer as a kind of aside 
or footnote to consider the following 
provocation/question. Do not all incapacities 
at some point arrive at a new capacity? The 
obvious example is that the person who is 
unable to see, if willing, can develop new 
modes of sense and experience beyond sight 
(e.g., heightened sense of sound or touch, 
etc...). Keeping this in the back of our mind, 
I would like to argue that we actually live in 
society that more and more so, privileges and 
entertains a notion that there are things that 
are kept from the public, there are things 
that are purposely kept invisible, hidden from 
us, and if our government for example, or our 
media was more transparent, gave us the truth, 
more information, we would then live in a 
better society.
TP: Tricky, tricky...There’s some truth in 
that, of course.
RG: Yes. I am adding a bit to the text to give 
you a better picture and actually arrive at a 
fair question, but if you want to comment on 
what I have written above, go right ahead.
TP: I can make a few comments on what you have 
said thus far if you want.
I recently read a paper in which the author 
claimed that more information was now being 
produced annually that was classified than was
produced in all of academia. Add up all the 
publications in all the journals, all the new 
books, the author argued, and it would be less 
than the collection of classified information.
On the other hand, we have incredible amounts 
of information at our disposal right now. 
Every day I can read the papers from the UK, 
from Pakistan, from wherever I want. I can 
also get in touch with all sorts of people 
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that I wouldn’t have been able to in the 
past. I can find out about extremely obscure
goings-on. It’s a fact, in my opinion, that 
we have access to more and better information 
than ever before. But, the second half of the 
question is whether that makes our society 
‘better’.
This, I think, points to a problem that Marx 
identified 150 years ago, in his refutation of
the young Hegelians in the German Ideology. 
The fact that we know more stuff, that our 
consciousnesses are more ‘raised’ doesn’t 
necessarily mean that our societal condition 
will automatically improve. When the Iraq 
War was ramping up, for example, there was an 
incredible amount of information available 
about how it was a bunch of lies and so forth. 
The public had much better information, for 
example, than in the build-up to the Vietnam 
War. Did it matter? It was really weird to 
me when Fahrenheit 9/11 came out and all 
these people came away from the film saying ‘I
didn’t know about that’ and so forth. It was 
extremely old news. If you’d been actively 
reading the news, there wasn’t a shred of 
information in the film that wasn’t easily
available to anyone who even looked for a 
second. To give another example: I still do 
quite a lot of anti-prison activism. At some 
point in doing that work, we realised that our 
job didn’t have to be ‘public education’ or 
consciousness raising. Poll after poll showed 
that Californians are totally sick of an out-
of-control prison system, that they don’t want 
more prisons and so forth. As far as a lot of 
the prison work is concerned, public opinion 
is squarely on the side of the activists. 
But that doesn’t mean that the structure 
automatically changes. Far from it, in fact.
RG: Exactly, although I do believe in seeking 

and fighting for transparency, to being told
the truth by our elected officials, getting
access to classified materials and accurate
reporting, I have to say that I am also 
critical of this position as our central node 
of struggle. And I think this one key aspect 
of this notion of hacking or amateur is about 
taking initiative to find one’s own way and
helping others to do the same.
TP: In general, I agree that more information 
is better. Of course. My point is that the 
dynamics that shape public opinion, the 
dynamics of an ‘informed public,’ and the 
dynamics of change are extremely messy.
RG: Agreed. But to continue the thought 
from above, ... as you note, there is a 
lot already available and visible. More 
importantly, in some cases, we need to stop 
relying on ‘those who know’ and do our own 
research and possibly enable others to do 
the same. In a certain respect, I see your 
own work more along these lines in that you 
use what is in many cases readily available 
means and collect/gather information. At the 
end I do not know what is more important. 
And I am not even sure if it is necessary 
to choose. Is the most interesting aspect 
the research you generate, the information 
you provide in your activities/talks or the 
implicit message in the mode with which you 
work? And this implicit message for me is 
something that empowers and asks people to not 
rely on standard notions of visibility and 
invisibility but actually recognise that there 
are zones of discern-ability, fields wherein
things are given to us and others withheld 
and it is up to individuals to determine what 
in fact is this threshold of the visible (to 
borrow a phrase from Kaja Silverman). Any way, 
I realise it seems more of a comment than a 
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question.
So, maybe I will get myself to come up with 
one final question, what strikes me in general
about seeing things that we are ‘not meant to 
see’ is that I become suspicious. I think for 
example about the photos from Abu Ghraib and 
my contention may in fact be that if something 
is in front of us, than in some sense we are 
meant to see it. Very few things arrive on 
screens or monitors that were not intended to 
be seen. Nevertheless, I am also not immune to 
believing that there is an incredible amount 
that we are not told about. Given your own 
research, do you find yourself believing more
and more in a shadow economy or world that the 
general public has little knowledge of? And if 
this is the case, what are its implications to 
the political field, to political activism?
TP: I’ll address both parts of your question. 
I’m not sure that I agree with you about the 
idea that we don’t see things that we’re ‘not 
meant to see’. I think that it’s easy to 
become conspiratorial when it comes to the 
logics of these things, but I think that we 
should try to resist that impulse. I’m not 
saying that conspiracies don’t exist — they 
most certainly do — but that we should take 
pause when we find ourselves positing a ‘them’
and an ‘us’ and ask whether we’re making too 
easy of an analysis.
Remember that wherever there’s power, there’s 
resistance. Resistance is, in fact, a feature 
of power. Some of the people who are most 
interested in this ‘black world’ military 
stuff are people who work in it. The way that 
information is doled out in those situations 
is compartmentalised. I guarantee you that 
there are numerous people who have extremely 
boring jobs at Area 51 doing data-entry or 
something, and who are not told what’s going 

on in the hangar next to them. They might not 
even know the purpose of the project they’re 
working on. If you go hang out on some of 
the viewpoints from which you can see these 
bases, you’re probably more likely to run into 
military people who are interested in it than 
you are civilians. My point is that there 
is no ‘them,’ but that the structure of the 
‘black world’ exists nonetheless.
As far as believing in a shadow economy that 
not many people know about, the answer is 
absolutely. It’s not even really a question 
of belief. It’s easier for me to prove to you 
that it exists than it is for me to prove 
to you that a creature called the platypus 
exists. I can show it to you.
But should the existence of this ‘black world’ 
proscribe different kinds of activism? I don’t 
think so, really. I think that a lot of it 
comes down to the same old things: racism 
and inequality. Let me explain what I mean 
by that. These phenomena are the result of 
a society which is largely organised around 
militarism, both economically and culturally. 
On the economic side, this ‘black world’ 
is only a certain permutation of a more 
generalised way in which our economy is 
organised. Since the Second World War, the 
U.S. economy has been completely dependent on 
the military spending hundreds of billions of 
dollars each year on ‘defence’. This has been 
an American solution to recurring crises of 
overproduction, because it acts as a giant 
sink for surplus capital. The military spends 
tremendous amounts of money on weapons, which 
usually just sit in a field or on a base
somewhere, not doing anything. But this vast 
amount of spending creates lots and lots of 
jobs, whether that’s for soldiers’ salaries, 
or for electronics companies or what have you. 
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You also get all the multiplier effects of 
this spending — soldiers’ salaries become an 
influx of cash to various local economies, for
example. Right now, the Pentagon is looking at 
closing a huge number of military bases in the 
USA, and there’s tremendous opposition from 
the states, because those bases have become 
integral to their economies. Ellsworth Air 
Force base, for example, is the second largest 
employer in the state of South Dakota. The 
‘black world’ is, in economic terms, just a 
variation on this theme.
On the cultural side, if you’re going to have 
this kind of enormous military complex, you 
have to have some justification for it. You
have to have some ‘enemies’ who are out to 
get you, and from whom you have to protect 
yourself. Those enemies need to be construed 
somehow as ‘less than human’. This idea of the 
‘threat’ traditionally posed by ‘communism,’ 
which has now been replaced by ‘terrorism’ 
seems quite similar to the ‘threats’ posed by 
‘violent crime’ or by ‘illegal immigrants’. 
All of these are, in my opinion are barely-
concealed racist cultural tropes. But they 
are used to justify more militarism, more 
policing, more surveillance, more secrecy, and 
so forth. 
As you can see, when we look at it this way, 
the biggest secret of these ‘secret bases’ is 
that the socio-economic relationships that 
they come out of are everywhere — they’re 
hidden in plain sight; they form the ‘secret 
basis’ of our society.
So, what kinds of activism does all of 
this proscribe? I think that we should be 
striving to end poverty, to end racism, 
and to radically alter our conception of 
‘public safety’. I think that there are 
some great models for this kind of activism 

out there: groups like Critical Resistance, 
who are a prison-abolitionist network, come 
immediately to mind. Native people’s struggles 
for self-determination like the Western 
Shoshone Defence Project, or environmental 
justice groups like the Central California 
Environmental Justice Network (CCEJN) also 
come to mind. But I also think that we could 
do a better job of recognising the kinds of 
militaristic underpinnings that underlie many 
of our lives and jobs. For example, one of 
the fields I work in is academic geography. It
turns out that one of the major funders of 
professional geography is the CIA and other 
intelligence agencies, and that affects the 
kinds of directions and methodologies that are 
the norms of the field in all sorts of hidden
ways. Once we recognise these underpinnings, 
we can start to have a conversation about 
how we might reorganise the professions or 
organisations that many of us work in.
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An unmapped space quickly becomes a site to be 
colonised; if not by the cartographer’s lines and 
bearings, then by the imagination that indulges in 
such delicious obscurity as a starting place for a 
world.  In this unmarked site, everything can be 
dangerous as it is unseen, indescribable as things 
have not been named, and every distance becomes 
vast as time expands to describe each sublime 
irrationality.  Any great distance travelled to the 
other side of irrationality requires that a souvenir 
be brought back home as an offered taste of the 
exotic. 

A sip of sweet currant, black fruits and plum  
The dry bitters of tobacco and spice.

Bitters should be properly enjoyed in relation to 
distance travelled.  The smoky taste of wood, earth, 
and fern on the tongue are never savoured in the 
same manner as the sweet milk of one’s youth.  In 
the days of epic voyages and spice, taste was second 
to savouring the curiosity of a leaf, the trip taken 
from the Orient to Venice, and the luxury to blow 
smoke in the face of the middle class.  Such are the 
irreverent leaps that are indulged at the risk of 
obscuring Gods.  Once Gods are obscured, devils and 
ghosts provoke the curious and become the site of 
an illegible world suspended in a charming game of 
anxiety and suspense.

A half page of clues led him from home 
To the Orient by way of a merchant ship
It was learned that gold and opium were deadly 
habits.

To take a word from a phrase as the souvenir of an 
unmapped place
Not sweet milk, but a bitter that ferments and puts 
one to sleep
The priest and the doctor will object to this habit 
One that I have since given up
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Kyle Irwin

19 years old
Agnostic
Aspiring drummer
Fan of ‘The Negative Hour’
Trying to escape a dysfunctional friendship with Finn
Struggles to understand the significance of the ‘poltergeist stick’
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Finn Olausson

21 years old
Christian
Lead guitarist
Relies on Kyle’s naiveté to make him appear wise
Thinks the ‘poltergeist stick’ is a figment of Kyle’s imagination
Wants to know if Lee is a girl or a boy

Remo

28 years old
Nihilist
Radio DJ
Hosts the pirate radio show, ‘The Negative Hour’
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Seymour Breanar

35 years old
Atheist
Music critic
Music correspondent for, ‘The Negative Hour’
Fan of ‘Bathory’, ‘Cradle of Filth’ and ‘Darkthrone’

Egil Olausson

8 years old
Agnostic
School pupil
Likes playing with matches
Falsely accused by Finn of attempting to burn down the Olausson family home
Correctly accused of setting fire to Finn’s guitar
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Lee

17 years old
Buddhist
Aspiring music critic
Fan of Seymour
Is nurturing a friendship with Kyle
Would like to believe in the ‘poltergeist stick’

Excerpts from a discussion with Jerry Sheerin, 
December 2004–January 2005

I had to work and so found a job with a 
topographer and then I got drafted and they 
just took me in. Two months later they sent 
me to Korea – no, two, three, four months 
later ‘cause I had basic training and then 
2 or 3 months of computer schooling. I was 
translating aerial photo maps to real maps and 
uh, now it’s all really easy. It goes through 
machines and everything…

What the topography was about. We were taking 
oblique photographs that are difficult because
you couldn’t fly over Russia. They could fly
by it, so they’d take aerial photographs on 
an angle, so the mapping was not all that 
accurate and it’s a complicated process. But 
I talked not so long ago to a specialist, I 
forgot where the hell I met him, and he was 
explaining what they do now and it’s light 
years away from what we did… We weren’t on the 
ground measuring it, but we weren’t far from 
it… What you see on the maps or see in the 
photographs you have no idea where the hell it 
is. If it’s in Russia or China or whatever. 
These U-2 planes — I don’t know what kind 
of planes they had but they had some planes 
that flew by. I was always sort of into that
sort of thing and so it carried over into the 
architecture and later into the paintings.

Then I got a job in a local firm with two
architects who had been in the Air force 
together. They had an idea to design 
prefabricated churches — industrialised 
churches, not prefabricated, because there 
were no two alike. They had a system and they 
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could vary the system. They were good, they 
were well designed. One story with a big high 
roof and basement structure and education 
wing, they were more or less the same, and 
the office was set up on the second floor. The
building was set next to the railway tracks 
and when they would finish them, they’d go on
a flatcar to Arizona, or go to New York or — I 
was in New York — or New Jersey.

We would send these churches all over the 
United States and they had two airplanes, 
small aircraft, and we would fly to the site
and put the thing up. And, you know, it would 
take a week to get the basics up and another 
two months to finish it.

I was two and a half years with them and it 
wasn’t architecture, it was something else. 
And from there, when I got my degree in ’60, I 
convinced them to make a tour through the west 
to California to take photographs of their 
damn buildings that were all over the place, 
and came back and said here are your rolls of 
film I’m going back to California…

I found a job with another topographer, the 
world’s most dangerous driver. We would go out 
and do surveys and then I got a job there with 
a local firm.

I was in Monterrey and thought I’d go to the 
Peace Corps. I went to Washington for three 
months training and then another month in 
Colorado to do outward-bound training and that 
was all a rip off because the guy that took us 
out there, the only thing he was interested 
in was going on a Himalayan expedition. The 
people in the group had no idea where they 
were going or anything about it and they were 

all manipulating it for their own interests, 
and I got into a hassle and I said you people 
don’t know… And so they said, ‘why don’t you 
go and do another project?’ So I said bye and 
went back to San Francisco. 

I didn’t want to get involved in a war. I 
mean, when I first got there it wasn’t a war.
It was 65’ and war was sort of talked about, 
but then by the time I left, it was clear that 
something was going to happen and I said, ‘no, 
I don’t want to be a military architect.’ and 
I just left then, but I had done this master 
plan. 

In fact on a Friday afternoon I got a call 
from the headquarters or some kind of thing. 
It was the end of the month and they said come 
in tomorrow morning and show us what you’re 
doing. All right. So I went to the office.
Well, it was a room in a house. Nobody was 
there and I got some copies of the drawings 
and they were all pink because, being top 
secret, they sent them to the local printer 
to be printed — which is funny. I took these 
pink, blue, what do you call them, pink 
blueprints and walked into this briefing room
and there are about 25 Colonels and Generals 
and Majors and Air Force and Navy and Army 
in there and they said ‘why don’t you put 
your drawings up and show us what you’re 
doing?’ and I did, you know… Then on Monday 
morning the head of the office said ‘well,
gotta get this stuff together, we gotta make 
this presentation.’ I said ‘well, I did’. 
He said, ‘what you did?’ ‘Well, they called 
me on Friday and I made it on Saturday’. He 
said ‘you made the presentation. What did 
they say?’ ‘They liked it… and today their 
flying out to see if what I’ve lined up for
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the runways interferes with the mountains in 
the distance because they’re all big cargo 
planes’. 

I was there for about 3 weeks more and they 
already started laying down the strip and I 
went out to see the site. I just did it based 
on what I had seen on the aerial photographs, 
which had at least somehow been useful to me 
because at least I could somehow read aerial 
photographs and it was just a joke. I mean, 
it was a 50 million dollar airbase and I had 
designed it and I had a Philippine draughtsman 
helping me draw it up… Someone said that 
they had the headquarters, the military 
headquarters… had gotten a call to drop on 
some site for a certain area, and they did. 
And someone said, ‘but we don’t have anyone 
out there’ so it was probably the Viet Cong 
and they probably said ‘hey, we need photo 
coverage for this area’.

So it was probably the Viet Cong with the pink 
blueprints. 

As I said, I think I have a sort of a social — 
I mean, take everything very lightly — but in 
the background I have some sort of… I wouldn’t 
have joined the Peace Corps if I didn’t feel 
some kind of obligation and I was happy to 
later help in the Yugoslav project because 
that was some sort of disaster area and most 
of the other projects have been a disaster 
area too…

I managed to get out of any work and just went 
off and got an apartment off base. Nobody 
knew I was a soldier, I never wore a uniform 
and I’d get paid in civilian clothes… so 
basically, I just deserted the military.

So, it was about that time that I somehow was 
introduced to Tange, and I was the only damn 
foreigner in the office. I think before me
there had been one couple from Israel. Tange 
had invented a new thing, just called urban 
engineering… The engineers had been doing 
the planning and he tried to get something 
that everyone could agree with and where 
people could come in from other parts of the 
university… They were just people that wanted 
to work with Tange and were master students or 
finished students like Isozaki, Tanaguchi. Maki
also came in and the Kyoto guy. What the hell 
is his name? They would come in, and plug into 
things when they were needed and be part of 
the team. And Tange listened to everyone; he 
didn’t care if it was the janitor, if he had a 
good idea he’d listen, and if he didn’t have a 
good idea he’d listen.

About four or five people went to Skopje, and
photographed it and looked at it and what you 
could tell from Skopje you could see with one 
photograph because everything was just sort of 
destroyed. And anything that was there wasn’t 
worth looking at and as an architect you have 
this obligation…

So we had a big room and we’d bring coffee in 
or tea or something to eat. The last month 
or so we didn’t go out. We rented a hotel 
room nearby and people would go there in 
shifts, take a shower and go back to work 
again. The working area, they had big tables 
for about four people, low tables about 
this high and we had these kinds of chairs 
that would skid around the thing and it 
facilitated communication. I mean there was 
a physical need for this. You didn’t have to 
go over and look on someone’s board; it was 
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just all on the table and this facilitated 
intercommunication. And nobody was off doing 
their thing, they were doing their thing but 
it was open to everyone. Watanabe would say 
‘let’s try this’, and Tange would come in and 
— maybe once a day, every two days — and say 
‘let’s do a review and see where we’re at’. 
And so it was really a free-form, and there 
were maybe 20 big tables like that and I think 
there were 20 men, 25 on the team it just kept 
going through processes and these sketches 
would go up on the board and we’d look at 
them and say ‘that’s interesting, that’s not 
interesting’. So it was a tremendous feedback 
and obviously you can’t do that sort of 
feedback process on normal projects. First of 
all people are very precious with their own 
ideas. So in the end you really didn’t know 
what the hell you had done, I’ve got a letter 
from him, a recommendation, saying ‘well, he 
did this and did that’, but I’m not sure what 
the hell. I really couldn’t say I did that, 
you know. On the ski thing, I know I did that 
with another guy. 

But in Skopje I know that the main building 
for the town area, that was Isozaki’s, which 
never got built. It had these crazy towers and 
that sort of thing and I think I’ve got one of 
his sketches somewhere. But that was really 
isolated, but the other buildings, city wall 
— God knows where it came from.
 
Skopje was a utopian project. I think it’s 
not bad; it’s good to experiment with utopian 
projects. They’re the only things that look 
toward the future and I think this is what 
architects are for — or philosophers. You know 
they say what can be done, not what is going 
to happen because we know what’s going to 

happen… or we don’t know and we’re afraid of 
it.

The first scheme was sent off, and everyone
liked it — at least they said so. And then 
they did a second phase… It was sort of a mix 
between the competition phase and a Yugoslav 
team. And then they did a third phase that 
sort of started to get built. And we laughed 
because the Yugoslavs took the project and 
started measuring and building right off 
the model. So they had great problems with 
turbulence but none of that was studied. And 
the Yugoslavs were just, ‘we’ll start building 
it.’ We all laughed. It was clear that the 
Yugoslavs just didn’t know what the hell they 
were doing and just wanted to get something 
going. This was a UN sponsored project and so 
the UN invited these teams and Doxiadis sort 
of organised the competition and set up the 
base information and stuff like. 

So we went there — they went there, I didn’t 
go — and looked at the site and took some 
photographs and came back and there’s nothing 
you can do, well start from scratch. The only 
thing that existed was river and a bridge and 
a fortress. Because the old rail station was 
here and they said ‘well, that doesn’t work…’ 
So the rail station moved and that became the 
city core and along the river the university 
and schools and stuff like that and then the 
city wall. The city wall could go that way and 
open the citadel that stayed and that was a 
sixth century city, 19th century city and 21st 
century city and then it just sort of hung in 
the air. 

Well, it was based on real landscape and on a 
city that had existed, but Tange didn’t go on 
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the thing. He really did utopian architecture 
in a real landscape in real setting, and it 
really surprised him that it got built. I 
think he never expected it to be built; he was 
treating it in a way as doing urban design, 
not to do city planning. He didn’t like city 
planning, he never did city planning. He 
never liked city planners. He said they were 
useful to give some information – no quota 
but I think that was what he thought – and we 
had some city planners on the team and they 
kept putting if and buts on the project but 
obviously what was put in the project in the 
competition phase was really utopian. And then 
in the second phase it got very real and the 
third phase got realised somewhat. He treated 
it, eh; he treated it very much like the Tokyo 
Bay project.

I think he had come off the Tokyo Bay thing 
and he was looking for another way to see the 
city in the future and I think his thinking 
on Skopje gave him the opportunity to apply 
some of the thinking. Skopje... that was very 
utopian, all based on a real situation, but he 
just did things that were really utopian. Then 
Skopje came along and gave the opportunity 
to say, ‘now I’ve got a real site, what the 
hell am I gonna do with it?’ So he was very 
respectful of the situation, but didn’t limit 
himself to nitty gritty planning stuff and his 
architecture, some architecture that came out 
quite utopian, didn’t get built and wasn’t 
gonna be built, but it filled in the spaces
he talked about. The city-wall was a real 
wall, it finally somehow got built but looks
like tinfoil or what the hell they built it 
with, and the rail-station was probably too 
ambiguous for what Skopje would eventually do 
— maybe they sometime will do. The drawings 

are all there, and Skopje took the model and 
just started building from the model I think. 
They didn’t go any further on it. So I like 
that kind of thinking. I like that kind of way 
to see what could be done, not be done... I 
give a damn! Change the law; the laws are made 
for people, not people for laws, and if you 
don’t like, eh, a designer, change the city 
planning rules. It’s stupid, but cities like 
to do that. Their only capability is to make 
rules and then apply them. So then you get a 
non-descript, miserable architecture all over 
the place that comply with the rules but are 
useless.

As an architect, you think what should be done 
if you had the choice to do it. You try not 
to think about the politics involved. Skopje, 
Macedonia has all these kind of problems 
with Italy, and Yugoslavs, and if you start 
thinking of all that, you don’t have energy to 
make a physical design. So you have to close 
your eyes on it….

I learned very quickly if you don’t like doing 
specifications, do a lousy job on them, and I
did. I went to do the specifications on them
and it would take me so long and it would come 
out so bad. If there’s something you don’t 
want to do, do it badly…

And another thing, those beautiful Sumi ink 
sketches Tange did for Skopje. He did that 
after the whole thing was done. That was the 
sum of what he had done. He got some paper 
towel or something and made two or three tries 
at it and said, ‘well, we use that one’ and 
that was his image study. Or really they were 
post-image studies.
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We were just finishing up Skopje, and it was
just getting ready to be sent in 20 or 30 
large panels and this big four panel model 
and all ready to go off and I got a contact 
and got a call to teach Urban design at the 
University of California in Berkley. That 
period was a really rough period: everything 
with the hippy movement and the Black Panthers 
and all that. We were working on this project 
in Oakland where they were putting in a metro 
line and this is where the site was and I 
convinced the state to put this into open cut. 
This is the other side of the tracks, this 
is poor blacks, and I said you really just 
couldn’t cut them off from the city stick on 
the other side of the tracks and forget about 
them. 

The white power structure was behind that 
thing. They didn’t like the federal government 
to get into this and the redevelopment and 
they said the blacks can get screwed and 
that’s exactly what happened for many years 
because that was the time when the black 
power movement was on and so was the Vietnam 
protest. So I was in the wrong place at the 
wrong time and there would be tear gas in the 
street… And it was strange in the university. 
During the Vietnam protest all the students 
were protesting and the architect students 
didn’t know it was happening. They didn’t give 
a shit, they had no social consciousness. They 
didn’t do any thing, didn’t protest, and just 
kept on doing their drawings, their design, at 
that time,

It’s so easy to blow up all the centre of 
Oakland with well-placed dynamite. They do 
this all the time and you can’t reform them 
anymore. So it’s like planned terrorism. It 

costs more to put in an elevator than to 
destroy the building

So, you work like hell on Oakland and you try 
and do that and that goes down the drain; and 
try and go to Nepal and that all goes down the 
drain; and you build prefabricated churches 
and that all goes down the drain; and you 
wonder what the hell are you doing here. And 
I just started doing a rethink and what I was 
doing and I had no answer for it. And so I 
said I’d, well, just go see what happens. I 
just left and had nothing that I just wanted 
to stay with, nothing that made any sense.

I found that I couldn’t do architecture 
anymore, didn’t make much sense, and painting 
was a physical way to continue. Painting was 
very spontaneous without any preconceptions. 
I learned that when I had some preconception 
and tried to realise, it turned out so bad 
that I stopped doing it. I let it surprise me 
to see what I had done. But for the last 35 
years I have continued to do architectural 
competitions, but just for fun. Competitions 
are just a way for the politicians to figure
out what they think they might want to do if 
they remain in power…It’s just this big rip-
off… All competitions that I have ever seen 
or even read about go that way. That’s what 
competitions are. The only fun in doing them 
is doing the design…

A friend of mine was working with Alvar Aalto 
and his brother was working with another well 
know Finnish architect and I can’t remember 
this name… and he was preparing a drawing 
for a building that they were doing and the 
architect was, “no, no, no that’s too good. 
I don’t want to show that. I want to leave 
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just an easy sketch in the imagination of his 
client”, they say, “oh, it’s gotta look like 
that,” but if you detail it, they say, “I 
don’t like that”. So he wanted something that 
wasn’t too specific. Then when you build it,
then that’s something else, but the decision 
is made on a sketch, on an easy thing, so 
you don’t have to go to that detail and it 
takes too long and you can’t change it and 
you’re not very free with it. You’re tied 
into because you’ve spent so much time and 
you’re at a deadline and so that’s terrible, 
you know. And now I’ve been thinking about 
these sorts of three-dimensional models with 
my models and the photos I can make of them. 
I mean that model. The big model is just all 
clay. I took the basis and worked on the real 
streets layouts and tried to incorporate as 
much of the existing city in the project so 
I can build with very little public economic 
participation, making use of what’s available. 
And then what you put on top of it, those are 
very easy things. You can work it with clay 
or cut cardboard and the airport was just cut 
cardboard, but it looked very good. If it gets 
too detailed you get too tied into it.

I mean they make these CAD drawings and put 
funny little people in there and they’re 
looking at the funny little people and I don’t 
want them to look at funny little people. I 
want them to look at the concept. And so you 
reduce most projects that you see that have 
been built; one image is shown, not 50 images. 
So if the Chinese say one drawing is worth a 
thousand words or something like that…

It’s a little bit like that with painting. If 
someone says, “well, I like the red painting”, 
or this or that, I say, “well, paint it 

yourself. I can’t do it. I know it won’t come 
out what you like, or what you’re asking for”. 
So, people might do this and that and they’re 
good technicians and people do that, but for 
me the work is very boring. If I don’t see 
that an artist has enjoyed what he has done, 
if you know what’s going to be the end result…

I also did some really shitty architecture 
for the USA government, here on their bases, 
repairing buildings and stuff like that, 
but it was a way to exist, get some money. I 
didn’t feel good about it – not bad either, 
everyone does everything.

So I’ve probably become more an anarchist than 
an architect by obligation, not by desire. I 
didn’t set out to do it. I never really got so 
much interested into architecture, just sort 
of happened to do it. I mean you have to fill
in the blank spaces with something.
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The BMW Book Index

?–? 
Notes, clippings, skteches, and storyboards from The 
Coven Services for
Consumer Mesmerism, Product Sorcery, and the Necromantic 
Reimagination
of Consumption, 2004, by Alex Bag

?–?

Superstructure island is brought to you by Ana Prvacki, 
d/b/a Ananatural Production 2005.

?–?
Arturas Bumsteinas & Laura Garbstiene, Sleeping With 
Cars, 2005
Stills from 22 min video, www.bumstein.com/art

?–?
Arturas Raila

?–?
Imagine...how to disappear completely and never be found
The disappearance piece was initially made for a show 
in Rotterdam in 1998. On a platform (366 x 366 cm) a 
bench was placed, an edition of 100 books were layed 
out, wrapped up in envelopes. The book, entitled How To 
Disappear Completely and Never Be Found by D. Richmond, 
is a self-help instruction book about planning a 
disappearance, arranging a new identity, pseudocide and 
more. Eighty four packages were taken by the public, 
however the public was not invited or encouraged to do 
so: this was up to themselves.
Bik Van der Pol

?–?
#1 of series “The Texas Massacre Chainsaw”, 2005, digital 
collage
#2 of series “The Texas Massacre Chainsaw”, 2005, digital 
collage
#3 of series “The Texas Massacre Chainsaw”, 2005, digital 
collage
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#4 of series “The Texas Massacre Chainsaw”, 2005, digital 
collage
#5 of series “The Texas Massacre Chainsaw”, 2005, digital 
collage
#6 of series “The Texas Massacre Chainsaw”, 2005, digital 
collage
#1 of series “Halloween”, 2005, digital collage
#2 of series “Halloween”, 2005, digital collage
#3 of series “Halloween”, 2005, digital collage
#4 of series “Halloween”, 2005, digital collage
#5 of series “Halloween”, 2005, digital collage
#6 of series “Halloween”, 2005, digital collage
#7 of series “Halloween”, 2005, digital collage
Brice Dellsperger, 2005

?–?
South Korean’s story, Christelle Lheureux
Something to cook, South Korea, Christelle Lheureux
Shopping Mall Workshop, Bangkok, Christelle Lheureux
Jane and Princess’s house, Bangkok, Christelle Lheureux
Hiroshima Bay, 6th August 2005, Christelle Lheureux

?–?
Daniel Bozhkov
Pictured is an original and authentic copy of Eau 
d’Ernest, a contemporary scent for men that captures 
the senses with a powerful mystique of safari and 
an exhilaration of a bullfight. This is an exuberant
combination of elegance and bold masculinity with some 
vulnerable and tragic notes.

?–?
D
girl2catch@yahoo.co.uk
... surprise!!

?–?
Darius Ziura, Photos from acid trip, Vilnius, 1999

?–?
Deimantas, 03–05.05

?–?
Deric Carner, DOA

?–?
Donelle Woolford
Survival Knife with Anchovies, 2004
Wood scraps, ultraviolet light, latex paint, glue, 12 h x 
17 w inches

Donelle Woolford
Table No. 1, 2004
Wood scraps, ultraviolet light, latex paint, glue, 20 1/2 
h x 26 1/2 w inches

Ultraviolet light is the part of natural sunlight that 
has discolored
(darkened) some of the wood.

?–?
Key words for images search:
Telephone
Hat
Bedroom
Nostalgia
A movie
Winston
A little guy

These images are the result of a story told through 
images searched for and found on the internet. The 
result is a movie for which no camera, sound, lighting, 
additional equipment or film crew was necessary.
Gabriel Lester, 2005

?–?
Hinrich Sachs

The Gala Night of the Cannibals in www.secondlife.com 
(2005)
 
A communicational event inside the online 3D world 
secondlife open to its more than 30’000 participants 
worldwide on august 15, 2005
 
Please cut out and position pages as indicated in the 
diagram to construct the full poster
[include small rectangular navigation tool for each page]

Technical support: Jochen Schmith

?–?
Ignacio Gonzalez Lang, Weird but True, 2004

?   ?   ?  ?      

?   ?  ?   ?
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?–?
Jan Estep, Lying Liar, 2005
In a related project, Estep is currently writing a 
script for a video about deceit and lies: What is the 
nature of truth and lying and how do they function in 
everyday contexts? How honest can and should we be with 
one another? And what are the larger consequences of 
individual choices to tell or not tell the truth? Moral 
ambiguity and conflict are the main concerns.

?–?
Please see the weird but true book pp. X–X

Dean Sameshima, Untitled (Griffith Park), 1996
C-print, 8 in. x 10 in.

Dean Sameshima, Untitled (Griffith Park), 1996
C-print, 8 in. x 10 in.

Dean Sameshima, Untitled (10 Rooms, 3 Bathtubs, 2 Leather 
Slings, 1 Living Room, 1 Locker Room), 1995/1996
C-print, 6.5 in. x 16 in.

Dean Sameshima, Untitled (5 Rooms, 3 Televisions, 1 
Living Room, 1 Shower, 1 Van, 1 Gloryhole Platform), 
1995–1996
C-print, 6.5 in. x 16 in.

Dean Sameshima, Untitled (Closed), 1995/1996
C-print, 6.5 in. x 16 in.

?–?
Jeppe Hein, The Black Museum, 2005
Digital photo montage

Photo credit: Jeppe Hein/Hendrik Albrecht
Courtesy: Johann König, Berlin

?–?
Joachim Koester, Morning of the Magicians

?–?
Joe Scanlan, Self Portrait (Dirty), 2003
C-print, 150 x 125 cm

Joe Scanlan, The Lithuanian countryside

Joe Scanlan, Custom, 1999
Tasmanian Blackwood, glue, 220 x 87 x 56 cm

?–?
Jonathan Monk, 2005

?–?
THE PERILS OF PAULINE
Based on a conversation: Julieta Aranda with Lawrence 
Weiner, 2005

?–?
Juozas Laivys, 2005

?–?
Bowie + Burroughs in London or New York? 
Bowie Oversize Kabuki Cast Mark Make Up 
Burroughs Adding Machine 
Burroughs Adding Machine Advertisement 
Early Bowie 
Which Bowie Are You? 
Ziggy Stardust Striped Knitwear Stage Outfit
William S. Burroughs and Victor Bockris 
Yayoi Kusama Dot Painting 
Yayoi Kusama Love Infinity Dot Mirrorroom
Verner Panton Total Installation 
Verner Panton Panton Chairs 
Verner Panton Tote Bag 
Verner Panton Pattern 
Verner Panton Panton Chair Strip Tease 
Dandelion Fountain
Kosama’s Self-Obliteration
Panton Chair total installation
William S. Burrought, Jean-Michel Basquiat and Debbie 
Harry in the bunker
Dandelion Fointain
Kosama’s Self-Obliteration
Panton Chair total installation
William S. Burroughs, Jean Michel Basquiat and Debbie 
Harry in the bunker
David Bowie on stage
Submitted by Karl Holmqvist

?–?
Please see the weird but true book pp.45–54

Nebojsa Seric-Shoba, Joy Division, 2005
still from video, 5’9”
 
Srdjan Jovanovic Weiss, Turbo Architecture in Serbia: A 
Direct Result of Capitalizing on the Grey Economy, 2001.

Jill Magid, Evidence Locker, 2004
Still from video
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?–?
Admission to They Had Three Years... will be $10 (and 
$7.50 to clones when accompanied by the registered 
cloner). E-bookings can be made direct at www.pear.com/

museum/boxoffice. 
For further information on the exhibition They Had Three 
Years..., The Pear Museum, or any aspect of Pear Online 
Cloning Corp. visit www.pear.com or contact info@pear.com

Feliks Uczciwy, ‘Pearplex’d’, exhibition poster, 2022
Marcel Henry is Professor of Post-post Modern Studies at 
Pear Academy of Music in Los Angeles. He has been writing 
about music since the mid-1990s. He has published The 
Ambient Sound of Violence, (Paris: Zdar Books, 2009); 
Audio and Other Pleasures, (Los Angeles: Pear Press, 
2013); Sex & Drugs & Disco & Art: The Brain and Body of 
Jimi Lopez, (Los Angeles: Pear Press, 2019). In 2014 
Marcel Henry founded the John Cage Library of American 
Music Studies Initiative which now operates at all seven 
PearUni’s in the United States. 

Todd Cross, ‘Pear Soccer Academy’ exhibition poster, 2022
Zander Fackelmann received his B.A. with honours from 
PearUni II, in Creative Interdisciplinary Studies. He 
currently works in the Pear Ministry of Culture and Sport 
at PearUni II. His recent publications include Art: A 
Sporting Gesture, (Los Angeles: Pear Press, 2018); and 
Sport: An Artistic Gesture, (Los Angeles: Pear Press, 
2020)

Americo Burgheim, ‘Pear Billboard Installation’, 2021
Jacqueline Schardt is Assistant Director of the Core 
Program, a post-graduate artist and critical studies 
residency programme affiliated with the Museum of African
and Amerindian Art, Detroit. Her area of study is Post-
postmodern and Post-post-contemporary art, literature, 
film and theory. She is currently working on the use of
post-post-structuralist thought and archival practices in 
the visual arts. She has also completed papers on travel 
sickness in the Social Services movement of the 1990s, 
Danila Mkenya and the toleration of the white male’s sick 
excesses of commercial decadence and alcohol-induced 
sickness, Kermit Brine, Jubal Brown, Genesis P. Orridge 
and Cosey Fanni Tutti. 

?–?
The light room, 2005

?–?
AN ANONYMOUS CONTRIBUTION TO
THE SPIRIT OF BLACK MARKETEERING: 1944–45, 2005
photo credit: BLACKIE

?–?
Loris Gréaud, Wiretap

Credits:
Loris Gréaud
Ghosting
DEV: Boris Ramonguilhem

?–?
Maaike Gottschal/ Thisisnotparis
Black imaginary dictionary
        / Black
        / Ablanc
        / Caviar
        / Never-worn-black
        / Noir-de-vin
        / Noir-de-Hamlet
        / Noiroir
        / Super-black
        / Tarantino-noir
        / Zorroïde
 
?–?
Mariana Castillo Deball

Option 1
Never odd or Even
The origin of these documents is diverse- they were 
difficult to find or even to begin searching for. In
fact searching for them amounted to a form of counter-
research- one had to be open to the unexpected, to follow 
the forces and flows of chance. The reason these documents
are so desired is because they escaped any possible 
classification or order. I have been taking care of them
for years, but now, because my situation is becoming 
increasingly ‘fragile’ (I am avoiding the word ‘feeble’) 
I can no longer keep them. I am certain they would be 
destroyed if they fell into the wrong hands. I simply ask 
you to keep your part of the deal, recognizing the trail 
of suffering that has led them to your door. I believe, 
whatever happens, we shall have some influence on future
events. This experiment was made to harness and preserve 
forces generated by chance, and my part in it has been 
through my own dealings with chance. In this sense my 
freedom is the freedom of us all.
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Option 2
Never odd or Even
Thinking about this whole business of coincidence, 
I don’t particularly hold with parapsychological 
explanations of one kind or another, or Jungian theories 
about the subject. I find those rather tedious. But it
seemed to me an instance that illustrates that we somehow 
need to make sense of our nonsensical existence. You meet 
somebody who has the same birthday as you—the odds are 
one in three hundred and sixty-five, not actually all that
amazing. But if you like the person then immediately this 
takes on more . . . and so we build on it, and I think 
all our philosophical systems, all our systems of our 
creed, all constructions, even the technological worlds, 
are built in that way, in order to make some sort of 
sense, when there isn’t, as we all know.

Option 3
Never Odd or Even.
The primary text is a straightforward description. The 
description has scarcely begun when a parenthesis opens, 
introducing a digression, and soon a second parenthesis 
interrupts the first digression with a second digression,
then a third parenthesis opens, and a fourth and a fifth
– and into the fifth digression footnotes soon intrude,
with their internal parenthesis...As approaching its end, 
the parentheses are closed in succession, each closure 
plunging the non-omniscient reader into stupefaction.

?–?
Halifax sky sometime during the fall of 1969
Taken from Dan Graham’s Sunset to Sunrise, 1969. Film 
still. Camera by Richards Jarden
Taken from Dan Graham: Works 1965-2000. Editor Marianne 
Brower. © Richter Verlag GmbH, Dusseldorf, 2001

Lighthouse near Halifax
Taken from Trans VSI Connection NSCAD-NETCO Sept 15-
Oct 5, 1969 a project realised between David Askevold’s 
Project Class and Iain Baxter’s N. E. Thing Co. © NSCAD, 
Halifax, N.S. Canada,1970

The Project Class house. Halifax, 1969
Taken from Trans VSI Connection NSCAD-NETCO Sept 15-
Oct 5, 1969 a project realised between David Askevold’s 
Project Class and Iain Baxter’s N. E. Thing Co. © NSCAD, 
Halifax, N.S. Canada,1970

The Project Class of 1969 in front of the house. Halifax, 
1969

Back row from left to right: David Askevold, Al McNamara, 
Konrad Wendt, unidentified and Ron Saab. Front row from
left to right: Terrel Seltzer, Sue Krassman, unidentified
and unidentified
Taken from Trans VSI Connection NSCAD-NETCO Sept 15-
Oct 5, 1969 a project realised between David Askevold’s 
Project Class and Iain Baxter’s N. E. Thing Co. © NSCAD, 
Halifax, N.S. Canada,1970

Pat Kelly in the back of the house. Halifax, 1969
Taken from Trans VSI Connection NSCAD-NETCO Sept 15-
Oct 5, 1969 a project realised between David Askevold’s 
Project Class and Iain Baxter’s N. E. Thing Co. © NSCAD, 
Halifax, N.S. Canada,1970

Richards Jarden in the back of the house. Halifax, 1969
Taken from Trans VSI Connection NSCAD-NETCO Sept 15-
Oct 5, 1969 a project realised between David Askevold’s 
Project Class and Iain Baxter’s N. E. Thing Co. © NSCAD, 
Halifax, N.S. Canada,1970

Students participating in Dan Graham’s Lax / Relax, 1969
Second performance, Sept 1969. Nova Scotia College of Art 
and Design, Halifax
Taken from Dan Graham: Works 1965-2000. Editor Marianne 
Brower. © Richter Verlag GmbH, Dusseldorf, 2001

Students participating in Dan Graham’s TV Camera / 
Monitor Performance, 1970
First performance, Nov 1970 Nova Scotia College of Art 
and Design, Halifax
Taken from Dan Graham: Works 1965-2000. Editor Marianne 
Brower. © Richter Verlag GmbH, Dusseldorf, 2001

Students in Terrel Seltzer’s performance Rope Trick, 1970
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, Halifax. Photo by 
student in Project Class
Courtesy of David Askevold

Al McNamara, down dn, 1970
Taken from Askevold Dubé Ferguson Jarden Kelly McNamara 
Murray Robertson Waterman Young Zuck. A catalogue of A 
Space. Toronto, 1971

Pat Kelly. 1970 
Taken from Askevold Dubé Ferguson Jarden Kelly McNamara 
Murray Robertson Waterman Young Zuck. A catalogue of A 
Space. Toronto, 1971
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Letter from Konrad Wendt. January, 2005

Sketch drawing of the house by David Askevold. April, 
2005

Luis Miguel Suro and Mario Garcia Torres, 2004 A Scenario 
Involving An Artwork Never To Be Seen By The Patron. 
First published in Cabinet magazine, No. 14. Courtesy of 
the artist and Jan Mot, Brussels

Luis Miguel Suro and Mario Garcia Torres, 2004 A Scenario 
Involving An Artwork Never To Be Seen By The Patron. 
First published in Cabinet magazine, No. 14. Courtesy of 
the artist and Jan Mot, Brussels

Never Seen or Done Before
This text was first published in the Jan Mot Gallery
Newspaper No. 45, January 2005

Submitted by Mario Garcia Torres

?–?
Markus Schinwald

?–?
Mathieu Laurette, 2005

?–?
Melvin Moti/Catherine Hemelryk

?–?
Melvin Moti

?–?
Mirjam Wirz

Free West Copy East Trade

Shifts in the Flow of Information

Cultural raw materials circulate in different ways 
and directions inside liberal market economies

Lithuania is a threshold country, shifting from an 
economy of production to one of consumption. 
It is a country vehemently headed toward a liberal 
market economy. However there are many places, people 
and objects, which point to the ambiguities within the 
present economic system of exchange. Copies which are 

activated as illegal cultural products circulate in 
economic gaps that do not synchronise fully with the 
system. 

Shadow / Black markets as hidden shortcuts toward 
desire

In the streets of Lithuanian towns one sees material 
evidence of a living standard far from present. This 
sleek future, though on display, is hardly tangible as 
access remains only for a limited few. 

Mirjam Wirz, 2004–2005

?–?
Please see the weird but true book pp. 73–86

Helio Oiticica, Parangolé P4 Cape 1, 1964. Cloth cape. 
Helio Oiticica
Collection, Projeto Helio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro

Piet Mondrian, Amaryllis, 1910. Watercolour on paper

Piero Manzoni, Merde d’Artiste, 1961

?–?
The Masterpiece/Evil Genius part 4, a stirring new comic 
by Olivia Plender 2005

Olivia Plender in conversation with British sociologist 
Dr John Wallis

From the collection of Olivia Plender

?–?
Pablo Leon De La Barra

?–?
Please see the weird but true book pp. 87–98

Le ‘radiographe portatif’ of Hippolyte Baraduc,  c. 1910

Lithograph of ‘pure thought’ reproduced in the book by 
Annie Besant, Charles Leadbeater, Thought Forms, 1905

Psychicone, lithograph reproduced in the book by 
Hippolyte Baraduc, L’Ame humaine, 1911

Photograph of the thought of Colonel Darget, c. 1895
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Cover of the magazine Sciences et Avenir, n°33, 15 April 
1920

M. Majewski using his machine to measure ‘fluid force’, 
photograph reproduced in the magazine Sciences et Avenir, 
n°33, 15 April 1920, p. 98

Machine for reading thoughts, lithograph reproduced in 
the book by Jean de Tarchanoff, Hypnotisme, suggestion et 
lecture des pensées, 1891, p. 97

The dancer Stacia Napierkowska, c. 1912, whose “mental 
portrait” was made by Francis Picabia in Mechanical 
Expression Seen Through our own Mechanical Expression, 
1913

Crookes’ radiometer, c. 1910

?–?
Paul Perry

Search: what one can say of one who engages in a search 
(to quote Pierre Klossowski): “the latter (i.e. the 
search) always remains continuous right up to the 
fading of thought, even when thought is reduced to pure 
intensity, and thus goes beyond the death of all rational 
thought”

?–?
Reena Spaulings, 2005

?–?
Real-time Online Interview conducted with Trevor Paglen 
by Rene Gabri on July 27, 2005

?–?
Roberto Cuoghi, Untitled, 2004
Pencils, charcoal on gloss, spray, enamel, china, felt-
pens, cardboard, acetates, 50 X 35 cm

Roberto Cuoghi, In Camera Caritatis, 1999/2002/2004 
(update # 3)
Courtesy Galleria Massimo De Carlo, Milano

You can decide names to insert as friends, heroes, 
politicians, bad people and saints, dentists or else. When 
you insert a name it is necessary to establish the font 
dimension. This is not my problem. The software tends 
to keep a central gravity for the biggest names and the 
database can obviously be brought up to date every time.

?–?
“You will find ABRAXAS in the hall” It was later
determined that Charles Manson was referring to the 
“hallways of always” which he paced all his life. There 
were no further letters.

Text and letters of inquiry by Ross Cisneros
Letters in response by Charles Manson, Spring 2005

?–?
Liliana Basarab, Beauty Mark World, 2005

?–?
RütRüt

?–?
Sarah Tripp
ANTI-HEROES
VOL.1 (revised)

?–?
Sean Snyder

?–?
Ovorama Saraswati (the knowledge godess)

Ovorama Brihaspati (the big instructor)

OvoramaVishvakarma ( the energy of the world)

Ovorama Garbha (the matrice )

Ovorama terrasanta

Ovorama  journey
Ovorama trip

LUCIDOGENESIS.

Gate Egg

Huge Vehicule

Symbiote visit.

let me kiss your brain .
let me blob your brain
let me suck your blob

the life of Blob the Sponge
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Jelly epiphany

Venus attack
Sigourney’s friends
Aliens Pet
freak trip
outlandish me
creature of glory
the suprem love being phenomenon
Venus attack
Sigourney’s friends
Aliens Pet
freak trip

emerging enlighted  and gummy .

t’as de beaux oeufs tu sais
le voyage de gummyvers
La poule aux oeufs d’or ( the goose that lays the golden 
eggs)
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The BMW Book

Part 3 of a 5 book set with 4 poster inserts

© 2005 the authors, Contemporary Art Centre, Vilnius & Revolver 
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form 

without written permission by the publisher

ISBN 3-86588-186-6


